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This research analyzes the relationship between

specific firm characteristics and firms' settlement/

replacement plan decisions under Statement of Financial

Accounting Standard No. 88 (FAS88). I examined firms that

effected either (i) a settlement of their pension

obligations without a benefit plan termination or (ii) a

partial termination with a replacement benefit plan or (iii)

a complete termination with no replacement of a benefit

plan.

The accelerated gain/loss provisions of FAS88 require

firms settling their pension obligations to recognize

certain previously deferred gains and losses. These

provisions allow firms effecting either partial terminations

or settlements to recognize a part of the gains and losses

that could be previously recognized only through a complete

termination.

I examined the deferred compensation theory of wages

and the theory of corporate financing behavior to identify

relevant firm characteristics and to develop hypotheses

related to pension plan changes. I tested the cash flow



effect, the income statement effect and employee benefit

changes associated with each type of plan change.

The sample consisted of firms taken from the NAARS data

base. I used logistic regression models to analyze the

sample; the settlement/ replacement decision served as the

dependent variable and firm characteristics as independent

variables.

The evidence suggests that firms do not consider excess

plan assets as employees' deferred compensation, but as a

source of financing for the firm. This study found that the

gain provisions of SFAS88 had little impact on firms with

positive changes in financing and operating cash flows.

However, firms with negative changes in financing and

operating cash flows opted for partial terminations,

recognizing gains under SFAS88 provisions. These findings

suggest that employees should be cautious about viewing

excess plan assets as part of their deferred compensation.

This research extends prior research in the area of

benefit plan terminations by considering the impact of

pension settlements upon employees. Since FAS88 can be

viewed as partially motivated by Congressional demands for

reforms to protect employees from plan terminations, this

study provides evidence of when (i.e., under what

conditions) the current standard provided incentives to

firms to maintain their benefit plans.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB)

released two accounting standards on pensions on December

15, 1985 that contained significant changes from the

previous pension standards. The changes contained in

Statement No.87 related primarily to single-employer benefit

plans regarding computation of periodic pension expense,

recognition of pension liability in the balance sheet and

more comprehensive pension disclosures [FASB, 1985a].

Statement No.88 set forth new rules for the recognition of a

gain or loss by employers in the event of reduction in work

force or a settlement of a discrete portion of the

employer's pension liability [FASB, 1985b]. Statement No.88

also integrated the accounting rules for termination

benefits offered to employees either during a specified time

period or under contractual terms, previously contained in

Statement No.74 [FASB, 1983]. The Board concluded that the

initial application of FAS88 should coincide with that of

FAS87 since the principal provisions of FAS88 are defined in

terms of those introduced by FAS87 [FASB, 1985a: para 49].

This research focuses on three types of firms: those that

effected (1) a settlement of their pension obligations

without a partial or complete termination, (2) a partial

1
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termination or (3) a complete benefit plan termination under

FAS88.

Pension Accounting Standards

Prior to the promulgation of FAS87 and FAS88,

accounting standards did not address the issues relating to

settlements of pension obligations by plan terminating firms

although they provided guidance on select accounting aspects

of plan terminations. APB Opinion No. 8 provided for the

immediate recognition of actuarial gains or losses (to

include both experience gains and losses and the effects of

changes in actuarial assumptions), if they arose from a

single occurrence not directly related to the operation of

the plan [Accounting Principles Board, 1971: para 31]. FASB

Interpretation No. 3 interpreted APB Opinion No. 8 to

require a liability recognition for unfunded pension costs

in the absence of a funding waiver [FASB, 1974: para 5].

The Interpretation also required accrual of any unfunded

termination liability when there was convincing evidence

that a pension plan would be terminated. Neither APB

Opinion No. 8 nor FASB Interpretation No. 3 addressed the

question of income recognition in the event of plan

termination by a sponsoring firm or any other change in the

benefit obligations of the employer.

Gain/Loss Recognition Provisions Before SFA887/SFAS88.

Under prior rules comprised of SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin

No. 52 [SEC, 1988] and APB Opinion No. 8, no immediate
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recognition of gain or loss from a reversion was permitted,

if the replacement plan was also a defined benefit plan.

Any resulting gain on reversion had to be deferred and

amortized like other gains and losses, resulting in a

spreading of the gain/loss over a number of years. If,

however, the replacement plan was a defined contribution

plan or other profit sharing plan, or if there was no

replacement plan at all, the company could immediately

recognize the entire gain/loss on plan termination.

Changes in Gain/Loss Recognition Provisions. Companies that

had an unamortized deferred gain on the books at the time of

initial application of FAS87 would recognize a gain as the

cumulative effect of a change in accounting principle. This

gain would be the lesser of (i) the transition credit as

computed for purposes of FAS87 or (ii) the unamortized

(deferred) gain at transition to FAS87. Companies that

bought annuities (without terminating their pension plan and

without an asset reversion) could not, however, avail

themselves of a similar catch-up adjustment upon transition.

FAS87 and FAS88 introduced significant changes in the

area of settlement and curtailment of pension obligations.

Under previous guidelines, (i) purchasing annuities did not

result in any gain recognition unless the purchase was

related to an unusual event such as a plant closing and

(ii) the gain on plan termination had to be deferred and
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amortized in the case of plan terminations followed by a

replacement defined benefit plan.

Under the provisions of FAS88, purchasing either

nonparticipating annuities or qualified participating

annuities for a discrete benefit obligation could trigger an

immediate gain or loss recognition for the employer to the

extent of the reduction in the projected benefit obligation.

The amount of gain is determined, not by the amount of the

reversionary assets, but by the maximum (recognizable) gain

or loss computed under FAS88 and the magnitude of projected

benefit obligation settled [FASB, 1985b: para 10]. The gain

recognized under FAS88 would be reported as ordinary gain

[FASB, 1985b].

Overview of the Research Issue

The primary objective of the Employee Retirement Income

Security Act of 1974 (hereafter ERISA) is to protect

employee benefits by ensuring, among other things, adequate

funding of defined benefit plans. The significant number of

overfunded benefit plan terminations during 1981-1985

initiated a series of Congressional hearings on the subject

of employees' retirement income security.' Critics argued

See, for instance, "Pension Losers," Hearing before the
Subcommittee on Labor-Management Relations of the Committee on
Education and Labor (House),98th Congress (Second Session),
September 20, 1984; "Pension Asset Raids," Hearing before the
Select Committee on Aging (House), 98th Congress (First Session),
September 28, 1983; "Moratorium on Pension Plan Reversions,"
Hearing before the Subcommittee on Labor of the Committee on
Labor and Human Resources (Senate), 98th Congress (Second
Session), April 4, 1984; "Pension Funding Problems," Hearing
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that benefit plan terminations resulted in significant

capital losses to employees, since plan terminations

entitled workers only to unindexed benefits payable many

years in the future and not to real benefits that employees

may expect to receive at normal retirement.

From the perspective of sponsor firms, however, plan

termination was the only way to recover plan assets in

excess of the firm's legal pension obligation to employees.

Therefore, to provide an alternative to complete plan

terminations, the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation

(PBGC), the Department of Labor (DOL) and the Internal

Revenue Service (IRS) jointly issued implementation

guidelines in 1984 [U.S. Congress, 1987]. The guidelines

approved the "spin-off/termination" and "termination/

re-establishment" (partial termination) methods as

acceptable methods of recovering excess plan assets by

employers, thus establishing equivalence between the

guidelines methods and complete plan terminations for

reversions.

The provisions of FAS88 added to the existing rules by

specifying two additional situations that may result in

income recognition by sponsor firms [FASB, 1985b]. One

before the Select Committee on Aging (House), 97th Congress
(Second Session), June 7, 1982; "Overfunded Pension Plans,"
Joint Hearing before the Select Committee on Aging and the
Subcommittee on Labor-Management Relations of the Committee on
Education and Labor (House), 99th Congress (First Session), June
12, 1985.
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situation involves settlement of a discrete portion of

pension obligations without benefit plan termination (simple

settlements). The other situation involves termination of

an existing benefit plan and a replacement defined benefit

plan (spin-off or termination/ reestablishment). In the

case of simple settlements and partial terminations, sponsor

firms can recognize an immediate gain or loss as ordinary

income/loss depending upon the magnitude of (legally

accrued) pension obligation settled. The FASB reasoned that

since settlement absolved the employer from liability for

amounts settled, the firm could recognize any related

deferred gains and losses [FASB, 1985b]. Within the

framework of the Employees Retirement and Income Security

Act, Congress was concerned more with protecting employees'

retirement benefits than with the tax revenue from plan

reversions and thus would prefer a simple settlement to a

partial termination. 2 Table 1 summarizes the main

attributes of simple settlements, partial and complete plan

terminations. Under a simple settlement, firms' obligations

to employees do not change, there is no plan termination,

2This inference is based on Congressional hearings that
specifically addressed employees' benefit losses resulting from
overfunded plan terminations. Since reversions from plan
terminations are taxed as ordinary income to the firms,
disincentives for plan terminations may have resulted in reduced
tax revenue. However, the primary concern of Congress, as
revealed in the hearings, seemed to be the protection of
employees' retirement security and not so much the loss of
potential tax revenue from reversions. For specific hearings,
see page 4.
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and plan assets remaining after the settlement stay in the

plan.

TABLE 1

CLASSIFICATION OF FIRMS

Category of Firms

Impact A B C

FAS88 Gains Partial Partial Full
(Vested) (ABO) (PBO)

Cash Flow from None Yes Yes

Reversions

Changes in None None Yes

Employee Benefits

A: Simple settlement Firms, settling typically vested
benefits out of plan assets. Remaining plan assets
do not revert to the firm but stay in the plan.
Unsettled obligations (non-vested benefits and
estimated future salary increases) are left unchanged.

B: Partial Termination Firms (Spin-off or Termination/
Reestablishment Firms), settling accumulated benefits
(vested and non-vested benefits). Plan assets in
excess of accumulated benefit obligation (ABO) revert
to the firm. Overall employee obligations remain the
same.

C: Complete Terminating Firms, settling accumulated
benefits. Plan assets in excess of accumulated benefits
revert to the firm. The remaining obligation (the
estimated future salary increases) is removed from the
firm's books and results in a curtailment gain to the
employer (before offset by unrecognized prior service cost).
The projected benefit obligation (PBO) consists of vested
benefits, non-vested benefits and estimated future salary
increases.

Under reestablished benefit plans, firms may leave the

projected benefit obligation (future salary increases of
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the terminated plan) nearly unfunded.3 Between guideline

methods and complete plan terminations, Congress would

prefer the former alternative. For firms intending only to

recover excess plan assets, guideline methods present a

better alternative to complete plan terminations.

The research issue is: (i) given the same cash flow

both under guideline terminations and complete terminations,

and the new gain recognition rules under guideline

terminations, which firms choose guideline and complete plan

terminations and why and (ii) which firms choose simple

settlements rather than guideline terminations or complete

terminations? Since spin-of fs and termination/reestablish-

ments have been collapsed, both will be referred to as

"partial" terminations in the remainder of the dissertation.

Appendices A and B provide more detailed explanations

about FAS88 provisions and the interaction of the

settlement/ replacement plan decisions. During the test

period used in this research, plan termination was the only

way sponsor firms could recover excess plan assets;

therefore, firms committed to recovering such assets had to

resort to a type B (spin-off or reestablishment) or type C

(complete plan) termination.

3See, for instance, Omnicare Inc (fiscal year ended December
31, 1986), where the reestablished benefit plan had projected
benefit obligations of $755,000 and plan assets of $75,000 and
Kewaunee Scientific Equipment Corporation (fiscal year ended
April 30, 1986), where the reestablished benefit plan had

projected benefit obligations of $902,000 and plan assets of
$10,000.
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The remainder of the study is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 describes the theoretical framework and contains a

summary of prior research. Chapter 3 describes sample

selection procedures and the methodology and specifies

research hypotheses. Chapter 4 presents results of formal

tests of hypotheses and an evaluation of model performance.

Chapter 5 contains research conclusions, limitations of the

study, research contributions and recommendations for future

research.

Conclusion

Chapter 1 reviewed the gain/loss provisions of FAS88 as

they apply to settlement of pension obligations. It

presented an overview of the research issue and identified

three impact dimensions to analyze the effect of FAS88

provisions on benefit settlements. Chapter 2 discusses the

theory underlying this research and summarizes prior

research in accounting and labor economics.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND PRIOR RESEARCH

The theoretical framework for this research derives

from the interaction of two theories: (i) the deferred

compensation theory of pensions [De Roode, 1913] and (ii)

the theory of corporate financing behavior [Myers and

Majluf, 1984]. The section on prior research examines the

postulates of these theories in the light of empirical

evidence.

The Deferred Compensation Theory

The seminal article by De Roode [1913] set the stage

for the deferred wages theory of pensions. De Roode [1913]

argued that pensions were in fact wages foregone by

employees and not gratuities given by employers.4 The

theory offered a new perspective on pensions and became

increasingly accepted in preference to the gratuity theory

of pensions. 5 De Roode [1913] observed that one notable

4"A pension system is the foregoing of an increase in wages
which the employee might obtain except for the establishment of a
pension system" [De Roode, 1913, p. 287].

5Until the turn of the century, pensions were regarded as

gratuities from the employer to the employee. Pension payments
were made at the discretion of the employer and could be
discontinued at any time. Payments were considered as a business
expense only when they were contractual or compulsory in nature.
Pensions were thought of as a share in profits given to labor
[Kreiser, 1976].

11
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feature of the pension system was the absence of any

contractual rights for the employee. He pointed out that

employees had no assurance of protection, if they have no

contractual rights to pension funds.6

The FASB gave formal recognition to the deferred wages

theory by explicitly incorporating it in its 1985 pension

standard stating that:

the Board's conclusions in this statement derive
from the basic idea that a defined pension is an
exchange between the employer and the employee.
It follows from that basic view that pension
benefits are not gratuities but instead are part
of an employee's compensation, and since payment
is deferred, a pension is a type of deferred
compensation [FASB, 1985a: para 79].

The deferred compensation theory of pensions is premised on

a tradeoff between workers' wages and their marginal

productivity over their worklife. It assumes that firms pay

workers (wages) less than the value of their marginal

productivity in the earlier years of employment and pay a

compensating differential in the later years of employment.

This tradeoff in turn is contingent on workers staying with

the firm until normal retirement and the firm paying the

promised pension differential.

Why would firms and workers agree (implicitly or

explicitly) to defer a part of employees' current

6The Employee Retirement Income Security Act, 1974
safeguarded employees' interests to some extent by incorporating
mandatory vesting and defining employers' obligations under the
Act. However, some have argued that the intent of ERISA was not
to benefit employees as a whole but to serve special interest
groups at the time of enactment [Ippolito, 1988].
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compensation to future years? Lazear [1979] suggested that

firms try to create a sense of long term commitment on the

part of employees (a long term bond) and thus possibly

reduce shirking on the job or premature (voluntary)

departure by the employees from the firm. Firms investing

in the specific human capital of their employees may pay

their skilled workers more than their marginal productivity

as an inducement for the employees to stay with the firm.

Thus, long term, implicit contracting becomes central

to the deferred compensation theory. Deferred compensation

theorists argue that implicit, long term contracting is not

peculiar to employer-employee contracting. Implicit

contracting, as compared to explicit contracting, becomes

expedient for certain reasons: (i) future contingencies are

difficult to specify and may render explicit contracting

costly; (ii) long term contracts promote relationship

specific capital investments, such as inducements for

employees to develop long term job-specific skills; and

(iii) implicit contracting places the employer-employee

relationship on a trust basis [Shleifer and Summers, 1987].

Researchers have questioned the postulates of the

deferred compensation theory. The theory assumes that

employees are capable of entering into implicit, long term

contracts with their employer for deferred compensation, and

that such implicit contracting is non-problematic. In firms

without organized labor representation, this assumption
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becomes suspect. Deferred compensation theory does not

satisfactorily explain certain anomalies in the pension

system. Delayed vesting provisions such as the 10-year

cliff vesting provision and ad-hoc benefit increases given

to retired employees provide examples of such anomalies.

The theory also does not explain why employers are allowed

to unilaterally terminate pension plans subject to payment

of the legal liability for pensions. Implicit contracting

assumes bilateral contracting between firms and employees

based on an economic liability for pensions.

Bulow [1982] cautioned against the "projected benefit"

and "on going plan" assumptions in evaluating pension

matters. He argued that there was no logical reason to

assume the existence of implicit, long term contracts

between a firm and its employees, since there were definite

advantages to the writing of explicit contracts to prevent

reneging on the contract either by the firm or by the

employees. Feldstein and Morck [1982], Barnow and Ehrenberg

[1979] and Sharpe [1976] argued that pensions have no role

to play as a component of the compensation package, since

the firm can terminate the pension plan any time.7

Other researchers have argued that the inverse

relationship between wages and marginal productivity of the

7Legal opinion is mixed, but generally supports the concept that
pensions constitute deferred compensation, see Kotrosits vs. GATX
Corporation, February 25, 1991, pp.54-6 for cases supporting
deferred compensation theory.
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workers results, not from implicit contracting, but from

explicit contracting between firm and employees [Bulow and

Scholes, 1987]. Employees are assumed to negotiate their

compensation as a group. Empirically, the authors argue,

the marginal product of an individual employee is low

relative to that of the group. Thus, negotiating as a

group, employees capture quasi rents of which a relatively

larger share is allocated to the mature employees and a

smaller share to the younger workers. Therefore, the

hypothesized lower wages (relative to marginal productivity)

of the younger workers result, not from management's action,

but from allocation of totally bargained wages within the

employee groups. The younger workers, then, would retain a

higher proportion of the total group compensation when they

become mature workers.

Whatever the specific theoretical explanation, deferred

compensation theory postulates an inverse relationship

between wages and workers' marginal productivity with wages

being less than a workers' marginal productivity in the

earlier years of employment. One basic conclusion seems to

emerge regarding pay-related pension plans: firms and

employees enter into a long term arrangement for deferred

compensation in the form of pensions and other retirement

benefits enabling some firms to defer part of the total

employee compensation. The deferrals however appear to be

situation-specific [Kotlikoff and Wise, 1987b].
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The Theory of Corporate Financing Behavior

If pensions are theoretically characterized as deferred

compensation involving long term contracting between firms

and employees, how are changes in such long term contracts

likely to impact the lifetime earnings of employees? How

can these changes occur? Changes, as discussed in this

research, include voluntary changes by the firm, not by

employees. These voluntary changes imply any change by the

firm to its original deferred compensation contract such as

partial or full settlement of pension obligations mid-stream

[Stone, 1984]. Benefit plan terminations are one such

change because the original pension arrangement is

unilaterally altered by the firm.

Myers and Majluf [1984] have suggested a framework of

corporate financing behavior to explain pension plan

terminations. They posit that firms prefer to rely on

internal sources of funds rather than external sources of

financing. The authors address several aspects of corporate

financing behavior, including firms' tendencies to rely on

internal sources of funds and to prefer debt to equity if

external financing is required. They argue that given

information asymmetry between management and investors, if

the firm has no immediate need for funds, then it is likely

to build up financial slack with a view to undertaking good

investment opportunities when they arise. Firms also may

build up financial slack by restricting dividend payments
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when investment opportunities are modest. The slack is held

as marketable securities or reserve borrowing power.

The above rationale implies that firms may terminate

their overfunded benefit plans to recapture excess plan

assets (after satisfying legal, accrued benefits) and use

these assets for internal financing purposes. These

purposes may include augmenting working capital, retirement

of long term debt, and financing acquisitions. In this

case, plan terminations represent the firm's opportunity

cost of financing through recoverable excess plan assets

versus other sources of financing. This rationale also

suggests that all plan terminating firms do not necessarily

face cash flow problems.

Jensen [1986] offers an alternative explanation of the

preference hierarchy posited by Myers and Majluf [1984].

Payouts of cash to shareholders reduce the resources

available to managers, thereby reducing their power. If

managers have to obtain capital, they will be subject to

increasing monitoring costs. Since internal financing

avoids the monitoring costs of external financing, managers

will prefer to tap any internally available funds before

resorting to external financing of projects. The corporate

financing framework may explain benefit settlements as an

attempt by firms to change the structure of their

obligations under a defined benefit plan and to change the

composition of their debt-equity structure. For this
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reason, firms that replace a terminated benefit plan with

another benefit plan (partial terminations) can not be

viewed in the same light as firms that terminate and

institute a replacement contribution plan (complete

terminations).

Prior Research

The presentation of empirical evidence in this section

is organized in accordance with the theoretical issues

addressed in the beginning of this chapter. The objective

is to determine whether the theoretical issues specified are

empirically borne out by prior research. First, I discuss

the evidence on labor market structure, employee benefit

deferrals and implicit contracting in the light of the

deferred compensation theory of wages. Then, I discuss the

evidence on plan funding and overfunded plan terminations in

the context of the theory of corporate financing behavior.

Evidence on the Structure of the Labor Market. The

structure of the labor market is of central importance to

research in pension accounting. The labor market may be

characterized either by a lifetime contract between firm and

employees for deferring employee compensation or by a spot

market where employees receive wages equal to their marginal

productivity for each period. If the labor market is

characterized by a long term contract model, then benefit

plan terminations could result in significant capital losses

of varying magnitudes to different age-groups of employees
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covered by the terminated plans.8  If however the spot

model is descriptive of the labor market and employees

receive wages equal to the value of their marginal

productivity, then no deferred compensation exists and plan

terminations do not affect employees' lifetime earnings.

Pesando and Clarke [19831 emphasized the critical link

between the economic models of the labor market and pension

accounting. Examining how the spot and the lifetime

contract models affected different accounting

treatments with respect to pensions, they stated:

the implications for pension accounting differ under
alternative models of the labor market. The key
empirical question which bears on the issue is the
nature of the age-earnings profiles especially in
firms which provide final earnings plans. The
accounting profession has as yet devoted little
attention to the study of the tradeoff between
current and deferred wages [Pesando and Clarke, 1983:

The research issue and the related questions raised in this

research rely on the deferred compensation theory, requiring

examination of prior research on the structure of the labor

market.

This section summarizes empirical research drawn mostly

from the labor economics area. The research relates to the

8 Estimatesof capital losses are based on projected salary
at normal/early retirement ages. The losses range from 25% of
age-65 retirement benefits to 52% of normal retirement benefits,
both in complete plan terminations: "Overfunding and Underfunding
of Pension Plans," Statement of the American Association of
Retired Persons, Joint Hearing Before the Sub-Committee on Labor
and Human Resources, US Senate, and the Committee on Education
and Labor, House of Representatives: 100th Congress, March 24,
1987.
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structure of pension plans in general, the age-earnings

profiles of employees, and the observed relationship between

current wages and pensions of employees covered by the

plans. Thus, it provides evidence regarding the viability

of the assumptions underlying the deferred compensation

theory, which provides the theoretical framework of FAS87

and FAS88 [FASB, 1985a: para 79). This section also

summarizes prior research in accounting that investigates

similar issues.

Overall, prior studies have concluded that the age

earnings profiles of employees covered by pension plans

exhibit a structure that is consistent with the notion of a

life time contract between the firm and employees. Ippolito

[1985] developed an economic model of pension liabilities to

test the spot and the life time contract theories. His

empirical tests supported the lifetime model and

contradicted the spot market model. The results also

offered strong support for theories that treat pensions as a

deterrent to mobility, early resignation and shirking on the

job [Lazear, 1982]. If workers save in a firm in

anticipation of receiving wage-indexed pensions at

retirement, then, premature voluntary or involuntary

departure from the firm will trigger a sizable capital loss

for the affected employees.

Other empirical findings in this area are consistent

with the postulates of the deferred compensation theory.
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Medoff and Abraham [1980] presented data on several

companies in which salaries tended to grow more rapidly than

productivity as measured by supervisor performance ratings.

Workers appeared to have certain characteristics such as

pensions, long job tenures, and higher-than-average wage

growth, when they were subject to mandatory retirement

[Lazear, 1979]. Incentives inherent in delayed payment

contracts (i.e., pensions) also appeared to explain the

slope of age-earnings profiles [Lazear and Moore, 1984].

The key difference between Lazear's explanation of the

empirics and other explanations lies in Lazear's emphasis on

an agency problem. Lazear [1982] posits that firms that

have difficulty monitoring workers develop a compensation

scheme (with deferred compensation) which deters employees

from quitting early or shirking on the job.

One significant test of the deferred compensation

theory is the existence of an inverse relationship between

cash wages and pension benefits with the worker's cash wages

being lower than the value of his marginal product in the

earlier years [Stone, 1984]. Pesando and Clarke [1983]

emphasized the critical nature of this tradeoff to pension

accounting. This inverse relationship has been found to

exist at least in certain age groups and in the case of

certain types of employees. Schiller and Weiss [1979] found

an inverse relationship between wages and pensions for

employees in the age group 45-54 based on the 1969 Labor
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department private pension file match with social security

earnings histories. They however could not detect a similar

relationship for other age groups. Smith [1981] reached a

similar conclusion regarding the wage pension tradeoff for

non-uniformed government workers in Pennsylvania.

Ehrenberg [1980] found that the entrance pay and maximum

earnings were inversely related to the ratio of benefits for

police workers, but not for fire fighters. The relationship

was found to exist in the form of an offset (higher

earnings) to compensate for the drop in pensions in the case

of employees working past the age of pension eligibility

[Clarke and McDermed, 1986].

Allen, Clarke and McDermed [1986] conducted a

comprehensive analysis based on earnings-based benefit plans

in the manufacturing sector for professional workers that

reinforced the above findings, when the plan provisions

imposed significant pension wealth losses on employees

leaving prematurely before the plan retirement age. They

found that the pension compensation became inversely related

to earnings after age 60 as earnings increased, and then

significantly negative at age 70 when the highest level of

earnings'was recorded for the employee.

Mitchell and Pozzebon [1987] also observed this

differential effect for employees covered by a defined

benefit plan. The log hourly wage was significantly higher

relative to employees not covered by a defined benefit plan.
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The empirical evidence further suggests that mandatory

retirement could be used as a device to force mature

workers, who otherwise would not have an incentive to do so,

to retire [Lazear, 1979; Lapp, 1985; Leigh, 1984]. In other

words, since workers' marginal productivity decreased

significantly over time while wages increased, retaining

these workers in employment beyond the mandatory retirement

age could be unprofitable for the firm. Kotlikoff [1988]

analyzed three hundred thousand employees of a Fortune 1000

corporation for the period 1969-1973 and found that

compensation (earnings and pension accrual) was below

productivity for younger workers and compensation exceeded

productivity for older workers. The correspondence of

productivity to compensation was found to be the weakest in

the case of male managers. Overall conclusions supported a

life time contract model and contradicted the spot labor

market theory.

Researchers, using models that incorporate employees'

future expectations of pension benefits and the probability

of receiving those benefits as the employees mature, also

have reported similar results. Pensions usually provide for

significant benefit accruals in the later years of

employment, creating a strong incentive for the employees to

leave after a certain age [Wise and Stock, 1988]. Allen,

Clark and McDermed [1986] also found significant differences

in the actual growth rates of earnings between employees
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covered by pensions and mandatory retirement compared to

those who were not.

Research in labor market structure also supports

deferred compensation theory. Bulow [1982] analyzed

corporate pension liabilities from a labor market

perspective and concluded that pensions arise as a result

of an implicit contract between the firm and its employees.

Pesando [1985] used a simulation model to determine the

magnitude of a firm's pension assets and liabilities in the

event of termination of the pension plan. He determined

that workers' wages did not internalize the benefit accruals

on a year-by-year basis. He argued that workers used the

deferred compensation plan as a vehicle to defer a

significant portion of their total compensation to later

years, concluding that termination measures of pension

liabilities might well understate the true pension

liabilities of an on-going firm [Pesando, 1985].

Ippolito [1985] constructed a theoretical model of a

firm's economic pension liabilities and tested the model on

two alternative sources of data: the Social Security

Administration's Retirement Data and the Department of

Labor's Pension Data. He found that reported pension

liabilities significantly understated the true economic

liabilities of the firm: premature departure from the firm

(voluntary or involuntary) could therefore trigger a sizable

capital loss for the worker.
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In summary, the empirical evidence on benefit plans and

age-earnings profiles strongly suggests that the deferred

compensation theory is more representative of the labor

market than the spot labor market theory. The inverse

relationship between wages and marginal productivity of the

worker, suggested by Stone [1984] as a test of the deferred

compensation theory, seems to be borne out by prior

research.

Benefit Deferrals. Kotlikoff and Wise [1987a] suggest that

defined benefit plans offer firms a flexible way to skew

benefit accruals toward the end of employees' work life.

The authors presented exhaustive profiles on pension

accruals, standard wage-earnings, and social security

accruals for a typical pension plan in a large corporation.

The profiles were constructed for different employee groups,

depending upon year of birth and year of hire. Two

important conclusions emerged from this research: (i) firms

generally offer significant incentives to retire beginning

at age 55 and (ii) the effects of social security benefit

increases on labor participation are small relative to the

impact of private pension plans. In the case of virtually

every employee group, cumulative pension wealth accruals

showed a significant increase at age 55, but up until that

age, virtually all of an employee's wealth consists of

cumulative earnings only.
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These findings bring into sharp focus the following

implications of benefit plan terminations for this research:

(i) Since a substantial part of the pension and social
security benefits is accrued at and after the early
retirement age (age 55), terminations of benefit
plans are very likely to result in employees losing
some or substantial benefit accruals. To the
extent FAS88 deterred benefit plan terminations by
providing an alternative to plan terminations, the
standard could reduce employees' losses of pension
wealth;

(ii) Any examination of the impact on employees may have
to take into account specific employee groups,
since benefit accruals may differ among employee
groups; and

(iii) For purposes of analysis, social security accruals
may be ignored in assessing the impact of
terminations without materially affecting the
validity of research conclusions. Therefore, in
assessing the changes in plan provisions, this
research can ignore social security offset
provisions without the risk of materially altering
overall research conclusions.

If available evidence suggests that the labor market can be

satisfactorily described by a long term contract model with

significant backloading of benefit accruals, how does one

explain the radical departure of FAS88 immediate recognition

provisions from the more traditional delayed recognition

provisions of FAS87? Rue and Tosh [1987] explored some of

the theoretical and reporting problems resulting from this

departure. The authors argued that different perspectives

on employee groups are the primary reason for the

measurement and reporting problems in question. They

concluded that the lack of a well-articulated framework has

resulted in conflicting views in pension accounting.
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The Board has adopted an individual perspective in some

pension matters and an aggregate perspective in others. An

individual perspective is based on the characteristics of an

individual employee's work life. An aggregate perspective

involves the properties of an entire employee group (whose

characteristics and composition keep changing over time).

The FASB has applied the aggregate perspective in the

delayed recognition provisions of FAS87 and an individual

perspective in the gain/loss provisions of FAS88. The Board

viewed the overall employee group as consisting of

identifiable and discrete sub-groups of employees whose

obligations could be settled at given points in time. Just

as the delayed recognition provisions of FAS87 treat the

firm as an on-going concern and the provisions of FAS35

treat the pension plan as an on-going entity, they suggest

that FAS88 also should have considered the employee group as

one unit changing over time (aggregate perspective).

Moreover, one can argue that obligations to employee

groups can be theoretically settled, as in the case of other

stakeholders, only upon a firm's liquidation or a change in

entity. Adoption of an individual perspective can,

therefore, result in certain anomalous situations, such as

gross overfunding with respect to one employee group and

gross underfunding with respect to another group within the

same firm. Rue and Tosh [1987] conclude that an aggregate
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perspective would be more appropriate as a meaningful

measure of identifying employers' pension obligations.

Employees' Capacity to Contract. Mitchell [1987] provided a

landmark study that presented empirical evidence about

workers' knowledge of pension provisions. The author

evaluated the quality of workers' information by comparing

both administrative records and workers' reports of pension

provisions. She concluded that misinformation and missing

information proved to be widespread. Mitchell [1987] found

that workers were ignorant even of the basic pension plan

provisions (such as retirement age, type of plan, and

whether the plan is contributory). Overall, unionized

employees, workers in large firms, better educated

employees, higher income employees, and those with greater

seniority appeared to be better informed. Low-wage,

nonunion workers in small firms possessed the least accurate

pension information. An independent GAO study largely

corroborated Mitchell's [1987] findings, suggesting that

workers remain ignorant of pension plan provisions despite

various mechanisms in place for disseminating.pension

information to workers [GAO, 1987]. Worker's lack of

understanding of pensions raises serious questions about

workers' ability to contract with the firm. This may limit

the deferred compensation theory to unionized firms.

Regulatory Costs and Plan Terminations. The ability of

sponsor firms to unilaterally terminate a pension plan is an
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anomaly in the pension system and a limiting factor in the

application of the deferred compensation theory [Stone,

1984]. Ippolito [1988] argued that ERISA was enacted

primarily to benefit a small group of UAW employees in dying

firms at the time of enactment. He argued that if Congress

had intended to eliminate the risk in pensions (including

plan terminations), it could have vested real benefits,

enforced a standardized full-funding policy, and instituted

unconditional, irrevocable pension trusts. Even though

ERISA restricted the movement of plan assets to the

corporation from the pension plan, it failed to curtail the

significant accrual of plan benefits toward the end of the

employee's career (despite the anti-backloading

regulations). Bulow, Scholes and Menell [1983] cite

backloading as one important source of capital loss to the

workers resulting from plan termination. They argue that

the regulatory costs of complying with ERISA have been an

important reason for benefit plan terminations by sponsor

firms.

Second-order Effects. It was argued earlier that

second-order effects resulting from replacement plan

provisions should be considered in evaluating the total

impact of pensions on employee groups. Available evidence

on benefit and contribution plans however suggests that

contribution plans in the long run may not be in the best

interests of employees. Clark, Gohmann and McDermed [1988]
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cite frequent legislative changes as a major reason for the

trend toward defined contribution plans. Whether this

trend entails adverse economic consequences for employees is

an empirical matter. Bodie, Marcus and Menton [1983] argued

that defined contribution plans do not necessarily impose

substantial risk on participants, given the availability of

low-variance investment strategies. They point out that

defined contribution plans are not inherently backloaded.

However, it appears that employers' expertise in managing

pension assets under a benefit plan results in a much

greater pension wealth for the employee at retirement than

does a defined contribution plan [Business Week, November 6,

1989].

A firm may prefer a defined contribution plan to a

defined benefit plan to insulate itself from regulatory

costs (possibly increased compliance and reporting costs and

increased termination insurance premia payable to the PBGC)

and also from fluctuations in future interest rates and

concomitant changes in pension liabilities [Thompson, Ramjee

and Ramjee, 1983]. Clark, Gohmann and McDermed [1988] found

that firms instituting a pension plan in the post-ERISA

period were fifteen to twenty percent more likely to offer

defined contribution plans than firms in the pre-ERISA

period. They also found that the probability of a firm

offering a defined benefit plan in 1981-1983 was a mere 64.2

percent compared with a 94.3 percent in 1950. The smallest
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firms registered the largest decline (twice as large as

firms with 1000 or more employees) suggesting that these

firms might have found the cost of a defined benefit plan

excessive. Stone [1984] points out that offering employees

a paid up annuity and/or participation in another plan does

not place them in the same economic position that they were

in before plan termination. The reasons are that: (i) the

investment risk and the pre-retirement inflation risk (for

salary related plans) are transferred to the employee and

(ii) the employee ceases to accrue additional benefits

unless and until another plan is started. Within a lifetime

contract model, terminations result in the accrued benefits

being significantly less than the projected benefits to

employees over their careers. With a profit-sharing or

stock ownership plan, an employee's retirement income is

tied to the profitability of the stock market and the

performance of the employer. VanDerhei [19843 found that

many firms, switching to defined contribution plans, set up

a cash or deferred plan supported only by the contributions

of the employee. Further, a majority of plan terminating

firms appear to switch to defined contribution plans (thirty

percent), twenty seven percent had no new plans, and the

status of the successor plans could not be determined in

thirty-eight percent of the cases [VanDerhei, 1987].

Researchers generally agree that replacement contribution

plans would be a reasonable proxy for firms' desire to
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expropriate pension bonds from workers [Thomas, 1988b].

Lump-Sum Distributions. Under the provisions of FAS88,

either purchases of qualified annuities or lump sum

distributions of benefits qualify as settlements.9

Mandatory distributions from defined benefit plans can

provide workers with an opportunity to increase their

pension wealth at retirement. However, such increases in

pension wealth can occur only if the recipient can obtain a

market rate of return at least equal to that used in the

determination of the lump sum distributions. Clarke,

Gohmann and McDermed [1987] found that lump sum

distributions did not achieve the legislative intent of

increasing the pension wealth of the recipients. In fact,

most workers who received the relatively small lump sum

distributions allowed under current law spent rather than

saved them [Atkins, 1986]. The possible interest rate

differential involved in lump sum settlements could

therefore represent another plan termination cost to the

employee groups concerned. Backloading also makes lump sum

settlements potentially costly to employees.

Unions and Employee Plan Benefits. Prior researchers have

considered unions to be an important variable in pension

studies. Gustman and Steinmeier [1986] analyzed the

9See, Quinn [1991] who reports that plans settled with
annuities, purchased from insurance companies, may place the
employee in grave danger since they have limited protection from
the PBGC if the insurance company fails. See Magne Tek, Inc.
/Executive Life Insurance Company plan.
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relationship between union membership and union strength on

the one hand and pension characteristics and pension

coverage on the other. The authors tested several theories

of pensions within the framework of implicit contracting and

union negotiations. Their results suggested a strong

relationship between unions and pension plan coverage. The

beneficial impact of union strength to employees, however,

was not found to spill over to nonunion workers. They found

that, in the absence of unions, pension coverage would fall

approximately by seven percent and benefit plans would

decrease by twelve percent. Gustman and Steinmeier [19863

concluded that the process of pension determination in the

union sector appeared to be sufficiently different from that

in the nonunion sector to warrant a separate testing of the

two sectors.

Mitchell and Luzadis [1988] examined pension plans in

the union and nonunion sectors and found that the changes of

pension incentives differed for union and nonunion

employees, but that the impact changed over time. During

the period 1960-1970, real benefits levels in the UAW plans

increased by a factor of five, but fell by one-third during

1970-1980. During the 1969-70 period, benefits levels for

nonunion workers doubled, but in the next decade they rose

twenty five percent, while union plans decreased. The

benefits levels increased slightly in plans covering non-UAW

union workers during both periods.
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Prior research in accounting has focused primarily on

termination of overfunded benefit plans. These studies can

be broadly classified into three categories: (i) studies

investigating the stock market reaction to the termination

of a plan; (ii) research examining the industry, financial,

and behavioral variables that may explain the termination

decision by management; and (iii) research explaining

termination in terms of changes in the funding policy,

namely, reduced funding of the plan over a period of time.

A summary of the major findings follows.

Stock Price Effects of Plan Terminations. Capital markets

studies have for the most part found a significant market

reaction to the termination event [Moore, 1986] and the

effect of termination was different for firms with high and

low excess assets portfolios [Hamdallah, 1985]. The market

reacted to excess asset reversions as a windfall gain to the

sponsoring firms, generating abnormal returns, and having

public policy implications for plan participants' and

beneficiaries' welfare (Alderson and Chen, 1986]. These

results have been interpreted as indicating real economic

gains to shareholders (In-Mu Haw, Ruland and Hamdallah,

1988]. VanDerhei [1987] found that the magnitude of stock

market reaction was conditioned on the announced reason for

termination.

Funding Decisions of Sponsor Firms. Prior studies examining

the funding decisions of firms sponsoring defined benefit
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plans have focused on plan terminating firms in general

[Mittelstaedt, 1988; Thomas, 1988b] and on their funding

decisions [Francis and Reiter, 1987]. Mittelstaedt [1988]

examined firms that reduced funding of their defined benefit

plans either by contracting funding through changes in

actuarial assumptions or by terminating their pension plans.

He concluded that funding decisions were directly related to

poor financial condition, susceptibility to takeover, and

the degree of overfunding. Thomas [1988b] found that tax

status, previous excess contributions, and non-pension tax

shields causing tax status declines, were important

determinants of plan funding policy. He concluded that the

overfunding decision was essentially a part of the overall

corporate funding policy and that excess pension assets

belonged to the sponsoring firms. Thomas [1988b] argued

that the tax status (high/low taxable income) could be an

important determinant in the funding decision. He suggested

that firms in higher marginal tax brackets are more likely

to overfund their pension plans through excess contributions

(subject to the permissible limit) than are firms in lower

marginal tax brackets.10 He concluded that firms are

likely to condition their future contributions to the

pension plans based on expected tax status which, in turn,

is determined by expected taxable income before

1OThe 1986 tax law that reduced the corporate marginal tax
to 33 percent, thus, would appear to create an incentive for
"underfunding" of pension plans.
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contributions and non-pension tax shields.

Francis and Reiter [1987] suggest that funding strategy

may be determined not simply by tax status but by tradeoffs

among finance incentives, labor incentives, and financial

statement incentives. Finance incentives consist of tax

benefits and financial slack for high-level funding, while

financial statement incentives relate to political costs and

debt-contracting costs for low-level funding. The authors

reported a positive and significant correlation between firm

size and interest rate assumptions and an inverse relation-

ship between magnitude of pension benefits and a firm's

interest rate assumptions. They argued, based on this

finding, that larger firms may be using higher interest

rates to create the appearance of well-funded plans, since

pension plans of larger firms are more likely to come under

political scrutiny. The debt contracting costs argument

also is consistent with firms' internal financing through

reduced funding to avoid high cost external financing

through debt.

Ippolito [1985] argued that labor incentives may call

for underfunding of the pension plan to create long-term

employee bonding. Francis and Reiter [1987] found an

inverse relationship between benefits per employee and

funding ratios and an inverse relationship between the

presence of union plans and funding ratios as well.
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Factors Motivating Benefit Plan Terminations. Other studies

have investigated factors causing managements to terminate

their overfunded benefit plans. Thomas [1988b] examined

competing explanations of benefit plan terminations. He

concluded that the findings did not support the hypothesis

of wealth transfer to shareholders from either employees, or

debtholders, or to the Pension Benefit Guarantee

Corporation. His findings, however, suggested that large

unexpected declines in funds from operations, or financial

restructuring resulting from hostile takeover attempts,

caused firms to terminate their overfunded benefit plans.

Hamdallah and Ruland [1986] also evaluated management's

decision to terminate overfunded plans. They categorized

the explanatory variables into business-related and

management- related variables. They concluded that the

manager's personal interests might have been a motivating

factor in the termination decision, suggesting that

redistribution of wealth from pension trusts might result

from plan terminations. Stone [1987] offered a financing

explanation for terminations. Firms use pension assets as a

means of building financial slack through overfunding, and

liquidate this slack in times of liquidity needs. Thus,

excess plan assets would be comparable to marketable

securities. Stone [1987] concluded that withdrawal of this

slack was preferred by the plan terminating firms to more

costly debt financing as a financing alternative.
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Prior research in accounting has focused primarily on

financial variables to explain the motivation for plan

terminations. Hamdallah [19851 found that management

compensation, leverage, type of employees covered, share

ownership by management, and tax loss carryforwards were

contributing factors in plan terminations. Klotz [1984]

used debt-equity ratios and excess plan assets-equity ratios

and found only the debt-equity ratios (exceeding 2.0)

significant in explaining the termination decision.

Ippolito [1985] used higher wage industries, non-unionized

plans, and funding ratios in his analysis but he did not

include other financial and plan characteristics. He

concluded that terminations were more likely to occur in

higher wage industries, in non-unionized sectors, and in

plans with higher funding ratios. Other studies have used

select financial ratios to assess the expected consequences

of the new pension standards. Rue and Volkan [1984]

examined return on assets and debt to equity while Morris

and Nichols [1984] examined different rates of salary

progression.

Income Statement and Management Compensation Contracts.

There is evidence that firms may have been concerned about

the timing of application of the pension standards. Stone

and Ingram [1988] examined the financial statement

disclosures of companies that chose to apply FAS87 early

rather than waiting for the 1987 deadline for initial
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application. They found, among other things, that

approximately twenty three percent of the early adopters

either curtailed or terminated a pension plan in the same

year they initially applied FAS87. The authors concluded

that some companies in this group may have been

motivated to adopt FAS87 early in anticipation of

implementing FAS88 to account for curtailment and/or the

termination transactions.

The effect of particular accounting choices on

executive compensation has been considered to be an

important factor in managerial preference for accounting

policies and methods. The bonus hypothesis posits that

executives may be motivated to select accounting procedures

with a view to maximizing their bonuses. Healy [1985] notes

that upper and lower bounds in bonus parameters induce

managers to vary the timing of accounting accruals with a

view to maximizing their bonuses. The bonus hypothesis

assumes that executive bonuses are tied to the bottom-line

net income of the firm regardless of the income measurement

rules used. Bonuses are depicted as incentive schemes,

designed to reduce the agency costs of monitoring

executives, when there is information asymmetry between

shareholders and management, and when managers' decisions

can not be observed except in terms of the outcomes. Prior

research has tested the bonus hypothesis in two ways: (i)

examination of the effect of bonus plans on income
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increasing accounting choices [Holthausen, 1981; Bowen,

Noreen and Lacey, 1985; Hunt, 1985] and (ii) examination of

the actual bonus plan provisions to detect the impact on

accounting procedures [Healy, 1985].

The bonus hypothesis assumes that capital markets can

not distinguish cosmetic accounting changes (not involving

cash flows) from accounting changes involving cash flows.

There is also the implicit assumption that compensation

committees do not adjust for the effect of cosmetic

accounting changes before awarding bonuses to executives.

In short, the bonus hypothesis assumes market inefficiency.

Lev and Ohlson [1982] present a summary of prior

research that refutes the market inefficiency assumption.

They argue that capital markets can distinguish cosmetic

accounting changes from real accounting changes. If, as Lev

and Ohlson [1982] argue, managers can not consistently

generate additional bonuses based only on cosmetic

accounting changes and if adjustments are made for the

effects of such changes, then managers are more likely to

adopt accounting methods that result in wealth increments

(cash flows) to stockholders by minimizing taxes or funding

requirements. Using accounting income, insider ownership

and extent of institutional holding, Abdel-Khalik, Chi and

Ghicas [1987] examined two accounting changes (change to

LIFO and change to the new pension rules under FAS87) that

have a positive effect on cash flows but differing effects
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on accounting income.11 They determined that managers

would be rewarded for choosing accounting methods that

increased the cash flows of the firm, even if the

measurement of income was adversely affected (lower income)

by such methods. Their results suggested that additional

bonus rewards were associated with making accounting changes

that resulted in additional cash flows to the firm, even if

such methods decreased accounting income. The authors also

found that annual bonus awards were not disbursed in the

year of bonus determination but were disbursed over several

years in the future, indicating a bonding function.

Abdel-Khalik, Chi and Ghicas [1987] concluded therefore that

the income-based bonus awards were not necessarily the

result of a mechanical application of the bonus formula to

accounting numbers.

Healy, Kang and Palepu [1987] reached a different

conclusion. They examined the relationship between

corporate earnings and executive compensation following

changes to LIFO (lowering income) and changes to straight

line depreciation (increasing income). The evidence

suggested that the reported earnings (after the accounting

change) were not adjusted for the effects of such changes

"Stone and Ingram [1988] reported that the change in the
actuarial methods led to a reduction in pension expense at least
for firms with overfunded benefit plans. A reduction in pension
expense may have resulted also in lower funding requirements,
meaning lower cash outflows.
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for bonus purposes. Median compensation decreased by 6.7

percent in the case of firms switching to LIFO and

increased by 0.8 percent in the case of firms switching to

straight line depreciation. Healy, Kang and Palepu [1987]

however concluded that these changes were far less

significant than corresponding industry-wide changes (11.2

percent decrease and 9.5 percent increase respectively).

An Integrated View of Plan Terminations and

Replacement Plan Decisions

I posit that firms' termination and replacement plan

decisions must be viewed, not as two different events, but

as one integrated economic event. Firms may have effected

some sort of settlement under FAS88 (with or without plan

termination) partly due to earnings considerations, partly

due to cash flow considerations and partly due to an overall

employee obligations realignment strategy.

Bernanke and Campbell [19883 and Fazzari, Hubbard and

Petersen [1988) examined corporate earnings and debt burden

trends and strongly suggest that the interaction between

these two variables was a significant factor in explaining

the settlement and replacement plan decisions of firms in a

broader, macroeconomic perspective. These studies,

examining a large number of firms during a twenty-year

period, found a significant interaction between firms'

earnings, their debt burden, their internal and external

financing preferences and sources of financing. They also
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found significant changes in their debt structure over the

test period. The findings underscore the significance of

increases in the corporate sector's debt burden relative to

assets and earnings and the critical role of retained

earnings (funds) as a major internal source of financing

during the last decade. The discussion presented in the

following section draws heavily on findings of these

studies.

Bernanke and Campbell [1988] found that overall

corporate debt and debt service grew much more rapidly than

earnings and sales in the 1980s (particularly during 1981-82

and 1985-1986) relative to the period 1969-1980. They

concluded that these changes reflected a widespread

substitution of debt for equity. Bernanke and Campbell

[1988] also found that measures of corporate debt burden on

a current basis (such as the ratio of interest payments to

cash flows) have deteriorated sharply, indicating possibly

deep-rooted liquidity problems for the corporate sector.

Examining historical patterns, the authors concluded that

but for the rising stock market in the early 1980s, there

would have been a severe debt crisis in 1986. The most

dramatic changes seemed to have occurred in the petroleum

and natural gas industry. Industries, such as mining,

paper, petroleum refining, glass and concrete, and

laboratory equipment showed significant increases in their

debt-assets ratios, but were less levered in 1969-1974.
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Textiles, steel refining and utilities and communications,

the most highly levered industries in 1969-1974, showed

decreases in 1974-1986. For the same sample of firms, the

average earnings during the 1980s were poor absolutely and

relative to national averages. Debt growth for these firms

seemed to have exceeded earnings. Bernanke and Campbell

[1988] found that interest burden for these firms was fifty

percent of pretax earnings.

Besides the pressure on earnings resulting from

increased debt service, firms seemed to have faced severe

financing constraints, given that internal finance in the

form of retention of earnings generated the majority of net

funds for firms in all size categories [Fazzari, Hubbard and

Petersen, 1988]. These authors found that the average

retention ratio was eighty percent for firms with less than

ten million in assets and about fifty percent for firms with

assets exceeding $1 billion. Earnings correlated positively

and significantly with changes in debt for firms with less

than a ten percent dividends-earnings ratio, and positively

for firms with a payout ratio exceeding twenty percent.

These findings, taken together, present a picture of

depressed earnings relative to increased interest burdens,

mounting debt and internal financing constraints throughout

the 1980s. The petroleum and natural gas industry, where

Fazzari, Hubbard and Petersen [1988] observed the most

dramatic changes in debt-assets ratios, also seemed to have
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witnessed depressed earnings and massive benefit plan

terminations. 12

Restructuring employee benefit obligations under a

defined benefit plan could have been part of an overall

strategy on the part of plan terminating firms to lessen

their overall employee obligations and to alleviate the

pressure on earnings. These studies reinforce the argument

that the impact on employees must include first-order and

second-order effects because both effects result from the

same economic conditions driven by the complex interaction

among earnings, cash flows and capital-debt realignment

strategy. A plan terminating firm may jointly evaluate the

earnings impact, cash flow considerations, and changes in

its overall debt-equity structure in making a decision.

Deterrents to Overfunded Plan Terminations

Pension fund assets represent the largest pool of

capital in the world and are estimated at $2.6 trillion as

of 1989 [Business Week, Nov 6, 1989]. The surplus assets

recovered by employers amount to less than one percent of

the total pension assets. One would suspect that given the

magnitude of the pension fund assets and the fact that many

12Evidence in the oil and gas industry is suggestive of an
earnings impact from plan terminations. Exxon withdrew over $1
billion in 1986, Phillips Petroleum recaptured more than $400
million through a spin-off, and Ashland Oil Corp. recaptured
between $200 million and $300 million. Depressed oil prices and
a need to boost earnings were cited as the major reason in these
cases [Pensions and Investment Age, June 23, 1986: pp 1, 61 ].
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plans are overfunded due to the bull market of the 1980s, it

is unlikely that all surplus assets have been recovered by

the employers. Why did not all firms terminate their

overfunded plans and recover all surplus assets, especially

in view of more restrictive pension legislation?

Deferred compensation theory offers one explanation.

If workers are paid less than their marginal productivity in

the earlier years of employment and more than their marginal

productivity in the later years of employment, then, it will

pay a firm not to terminate the pension plan as long as the

marginal productivity of its workers is more than their

wages. The optimal time for plan termination then would be

when the marginal productivity of the employee group,

however determined, equals the total wages of that group.

Beyond this point, the wages paid would be more than the

workers' marginal productivity and the firm could renege on

the deferred compensation component simply by terminating

the pension plan. One might argue that some firms did not

terminate their pension plans, not because of a commitment

to a long term contract with organized labor, but, rather

due to the perceived tradeoff between wages and the marginal

productivity of the worker group [Pesando, 1985]. Stone

[1984] concluded that not all employers seemed to uphold the

notion of a long term contract with employees.

Implicit contracting and the consequences of breaching

that contract offer an alternative explanation. A pension
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plan is an obligation of the firm to its workers. Workers

agree to work for an employer during their work life, and

the employer promises to provide for their retirement. If

this implicit contract is unilaterally repudiated by the

firm by termination of a pension plan, a breach of trust

occurs. Shleifer and Summers [1987] present an excellent

exposition of the breach of trust argument in connection

with corporate takeovers. The discussion addresses the

issue of pension plan terminations and how employees in

acquired firms have come to distrust notions of corporate

fidelity. Examining, specifically, the breach of trust in

hostile takeovers, they analyzed three case studies of

hostile takeovers and provided evidence of employee welfare

losses. Shleifer and Summers [1987] concluded that not only

is the fear of breach of trust likely to undermine employee

confidence in the affected firms, but it also is likely to

render employee-firm contracting at other firms difficult.

Firms may therefore be reluctant to terminate their pension

plan and incur employee ill-will.

Conclusion

Chapter 2 examined the deferred compensation theory of

wages and the theory of corporate financing behavior as the

theoretical framework for this research. It reviewed prior

literature in accounting and labor economics concerning the

structure of the labor market, firms' funding decisions, and

motivations for benefit plan terminations. A major concern
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emerging from this review is that complete plan terminations

could have an adverse impact on employees' long term,

retirement security. This conclusion, together with

Congressional concern for employees' welfare, provides the

motivation for examining FAS88 to determine the

characteristics of firms choosing the different types of

pension settlements.
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CHAPTER 3

SAMPLE SELECTION, METHODOLOGY AND HYPOTHESES

The sample firms were drawn from the List of Benefit

Plan Terminations and Reversions made available by the

Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation [PBGC, 1989] and from

the NAARS database. The PBGC list reports completed and

pending reversion cases in excess of $1 million as of

September, 1989. This list was edited to include firms on

the NAARS database that had the relevant settlement

transactions. From this initial sample, the following firms

were excluded:

(i) Firms involved either in a merger or in an
acquisition were excluded. Plan replacement
decisions in these firms appeared to be motivated
by considerations of plan consolidation or of
financing the acquisition [Thomas, 1988b: 31].
Firms indicating plan consolidation reasons were
grouped under (iii) below;

(ii) Firms curtailing employee benefits due to plant
closings and/or segment disposition and settling
any resultant accrued benefits were excluded.
These gains result primarily from economic
events different from replacement plan decisions;

(iii) Firms indicating in financial statement footnotes
that restructuring of benefit plans was due to
reasons of plan consolidation were excluded;

(iv) Firms having more than one type of benefit
settlement were excluded. Examples are firms
that had a simple settlement under one benefit
plan but recognized termination gains under
another plan in the same year;
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(v) Firms for which either the type of replacement
plan or benefit settlement data could not be
determined from the financial statements were
excluded;

(vi) Firms that recognized previously deferred gains/
losses as the cumulative effect of an accounting
change in the test period were excluded.
These firms would have effected a benefit plan
termination before adopting SFAS87 (and SFAS88)
and replaced the terminated plan with a defined
benefit plan. Under the previous standard
(APB No. 8), all termination gains/ losses would
have been deferred. Since the replacement
decision was made prior to adoption of SFAS87, the
firms were excluded from the sample;

(vii) Firms that effected a simple settlement or plan
termination under APB No. 8 after promulgation
of SFAS87 were excluded. These firms had the
option of adopting SFAS87 and effecting the
settlement under SFAS87/ SFAS88. However, they
deferred adoption of SFAS87 to a later year and
all settlement/ termination gains will be treated
as deferred gains/ losses.

The above criteria resulted in elimination of 247 companies

from an initial sample of 413 firms, leaving a final sample

of 166 firms. Table 2 shows how the final sample of 166

firms was derived.

Methodology

I used logistic regression to estimate the likelihood

of each type of pension settlement. The dependent (binary)

variable is the pension settlement type. The firm

characteristics are the independent variables. Table 3

provides a complete specification of the general and

pairwise logistic models and operational definitions of the

independent variables.
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TABLE 2

INITIAL SAMPLE, EXCLUSIONS AND FINAL SAMPLE

Number of
Firms

Initial Sample

Exclusions:

Mergers and Acquisitions
Plant Closing/Segment Sale
Plan Consolidations
Multiple SFAS88 Events
Insufficient Data on Nature

of Replacement Plan
Cumulative Effect Firms
Firms Effecting a FAS88

under APB 8
Insufficient or Missing

Data on Variables

FINAL SAMPLE

413

(23)
(22)
(16)
(29)

(36)
(27)

(19)

(75)

(247)

166

COMPOSITION OF FINAL SAMPLE

Simple Settlements
Partial Terminations
Complete Plan Terminations

51
58
57

166

Model Specification

The logistic regressions were performed based on three

group models and three pairwise models as explained below:

Logistic Regression 1: (Group Model)

Dependent Variable = 0, if simple settlements
(Type A)

= 1, otherwise
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Logistic Regression 2: (Group Model)

Dependent Variable = 1, if partial terminations
(Type B)

= 0, otherwise

Logistic Regression 3: (Group Model)

Dependent Variable = 1, if complete plan
terminations (Type C)

= 0, otherwise

The regressors in each regression were firm characteristics

hypothesized to make the given type of settlement most

likely. Table 3 gives a complete specification of the group

models and pairwise models. Table 4 identifies the

independent variables and the models used to test these

variables. The objective of the logistic regression was to

select values of coefficients that make the occurrence of a

given type of settlement most likely. For instance, the

first logistic regression selected the values for the

coefficients that make a simple settlement most likely as

contrasted with other types of settlement [partial (type B)

terminations and complete (type C) terminations. Similarly,

the second and the third regressions selected those

coefficient values that make partial terminations and

complete plan terminations most likely, respectively.

The dichotomies proposed in Regressions 1 and 3 were based

on theoretical expectations of reversion effects and

employee benefit changes, respectively. Model 2 was
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TABLE 3

MODEL SPECIFICATION

Logistic Regression 1: General Model I (SS V. PT & CT)

(Cash Flow Related Hypotheses)

Prob (S)

where:

1 + e(a+bx e)

S (binary )

e

X, (CFOP)

X2 (REVRATIO)

X3 (LOSSCODE)

X 4 (BURDNRAT)

X5 (DEBTCODE)

X6 (DISCOUNT)

X7 (EMPRATIO)

= 0, if simple settlement
= 1, otherwise

= natural log (2.71828)

= Percentage change in the
ratio of cash inflows to
outflows for five years
preceding settlement/ plan
termination year.

= unused credit lines/
reversion

= 1, if firm applies
carryforward loss
indicates the existence of
such loss in the year of
simple settlement/ plan
termination

= 0, otherwise.

= plan benefits paid/market
value of plan assets

= 1, if violation of
restrictions

= 0, otherwise

= Firm's Rate-Industry Rate
Industry Discount Rate

= union employees/total
employees
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X. (SALRATIO))

X9 (COMPCODE)

X10 (GAINRATE)

b1 . b10

Logistic Rearession

S

X and b

Logistic Regression 3:

= Projected Future Salary
Level/ Projected Benefit
Obligation

= 1, if earnings-based
executive
compensation contracts
and FAS88 gains are
reported as ordinary
income

= 0, otherwise

= FAS88 gain/Earnings from
Continuing Operations

= Coefficients of regressors

General Model II

= 1, if partial termination
= 0, otherwise.
= as under regression 1.

General Model III (SS & PT V. CT)
(Employee Obligation Related
Hypotheses)

S

X and b

Pairwise Models

= 1, if complete
termination,

= 0, otherwise.
= as under regression 1.

(Gain-Related Hypotheses and
Supplementary Analyses): Logistic
Regressions

Pairwise Model I (PW I)
Pairwise Model II (PW II)
Pairwise Model III (PW III):

SS
SS
PT

SS = Simple Settlements [Type A]
PT = Partial Terminations [Type B]
CT = Complete Terminations [Type C]

V.
V.
V.

PT
CT
CT
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TABLE 4

VARIABLES, HYPOTHESES TESTED AND EXPECTED SIGNS (MAXIMUM

LIKELIHOOD)

VARIABLE

Cash Flow Related Hypotheses

TOTAL CASH FLOW

LOSSCODE

REVRATIO

BURDNRAT

DEBTCODE

DISCOUNT

Employee Related Hypotheses:

EMPRATIO

SALRATIO

Gain Impact Hypotheses:

GAINRATE

EXPECTED SIGN

+

+

+

+

+

COMPCODE

GM I
GM III

PW
PW I
PW II
PW III

+
+
+
+

= General Model I (SS v. PT & CT)
= General Model III (SS & PT v. CT)

= Pairwise Models:
(SS v. PT)
(SS v. CT)
(PT v. CT)

MODEL

GM I

I

I

GM III

III

GM
PW
PW
PW

GM
PW
PW
PW

III
I
II
III

I
I
II
III
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formulated for methodological reasons and was subsequently

tested for model stability.

Choice of Model

A frequently used alternative to logistic regression is

probit analysis. The logistic function of the LOGIT model

and the cumulative normal function of the PROBIT model are

very similar in midrange of the function for dichotomous

dependent variables except that logistic functions result in

slightly heavier tails of the function [Kmenta, 1986: 559].

In this research, ranking the types of settlement may be

inappropriate because the categories of settlement do not

occur naturally; they are depicted as a continuum of options

only for the purpose of analysis. Since the dependent

variable can not be ranked (such as from "approve" to

"disapprove"), logistic regression was deemed to be the more

appropriate method to use.

Testing for the Significance of Coefficients

The partial correlation between each independent

variable and the dependent variable is defined as:

(Wald Statistic - 2)

-2 [LL(O)]

where the wald-statistic is the logistic coefficient divided

by its standard error, squared. The term "LL(O)" is the

likelihood of a base model with only the intercept or that

of a base model without any parameters, if the intercept

term is suppressed. The logistic regression yields a
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classification table that indicates the predictive power of

the model based on predicted and observed outcomes (both

occurrence and non-occurrence of a given type of

settlement). The coefficients are interpreted as the change

in log odds ratios of the event with respect to a one-unit

change in the independent variable, where the log odds are

defined as:

Prob (Given Type of Decision Occurring)
Prob (Given Type NOT Occurring)

Research Hypotheses

This research focuses on firms settling either a

discrete part or their entire pension obligation under the

provisions of FAS88 and instituting a replacement plan of

some sort (if applicable). It examines the functional

relationship between the termination/replacement plan type

and firm characteristics. More specifically, the objective

is to determine explanatory firm characteristics that make a

given type of settlement/replacement decision most likely.

I divide the sample firms into three categories:

(i) simple settlement (Type A) firms; (ii) partial

termination (Type B) firms and (iii) complete termination

(Type C) firms.13 This division of sample firms is based

on the premise that a change in the nature of the underlying

employee obligation denotes a major shift in firms'

13The provisions of FAS88 group categories (i) and (ii)
above as "settlement' firms. Category (iii) involves a
settlement and a curtailment [FASB, 1985b: para 7]. See Table 1,
p.6, for effects of each type.
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attitudes toward their pension obligations, thus warranting

separate examinations of the three groups of firms.

Hypothesis 1: Cash Flow Constraints and Firms' Settlement/

Replacement Plan Decisions. The theory of corporate

financing behavior posits that firms view overfunded pension

assets as financial slack that can be used in times of

financial distress. Prior researchers have posited that

declining cash flows create incentives for pension plan

terminations. Thomas [1988a], Thomas [1988b], and

Mittelstaedt [1988] have found support for the "cash flow

constraint" hypothesis. However, corporate financing

theory also suggests that managers may view financial slack

as a source of relatively cheap, internal financing for

investments. In this case, a firm not facing cash flow

constraints also would be expected to terminate its pension

plan. Stone [1984] found that even financially healthy

firms terminated their pension plans.

The presence of cash flow constraints may to some

extent justify recovery of excess plan assets by sponsor

firms, if these assets are used by the firms to better their

financial condition or to avoid impending bankruptcy. In

the absence of such constraints, however, plan terminations

and recovery of plan assets must be viewed as a financing

decision based on the opportunity cost of external/internal

financing options. Cash flow constraints facing firms may

make it easier to justify benefit plan terminations.
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I test the impact of cash flow constraints on a firm's

decision to effect a certain type of settlement under FAS88.

Thomas [1988b] examined select cash flow components of a

sample of plan terminating firms. He found that working

capital flow deteriorated steadily beginning with the fourth

year preceding plan termination but improved significantly

in the year of plan termination. Net investment also

declined gradually over this period. Dividends remained

relatively constant over the entire test period including

the plan termination year. It would appear that firms faced

with declining external financing and constant dividend

payouts may have resorted to plan termination as a way of

internally financing investments and dividend payments.

I use the percentage change in the ratio of overall

cash inflows to cash outflows for five years preceding the

year of the FAS88 event as a measure of the cash flow

constraints faced by the firm. The data on overall cash

flows and components of cash flows (operating, investment

and financing) were taken from annual financial statements

on the NAARS database. Since plan terminating firms used

reversionary proceeds for a variety of purposes, ranging

from augmenting working capital to redemption of debt

[Thomas 1988b], overall cash flows were considered to be a

suitable proxy for assessing cash flow constraints. The

percentage change (gt) in the ratio of inflows and outflows

between two successive years is defined as:
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(Inflowst+1 )/ (Outflowst ) - (Inflowst /Outflowst)
Gt= (Inflowst) / (Outflowst)

where t and t+1 indicate two successive years. Positive

rates of change indicate increasing rates of cash flows and

negative rates of changes indicate declining rates of cash

flows. The choice of a five-year time horizon is based on

prior research [Deakin, 1972; Beaver, 1968; Mittelstaedt,

1988]. Theoretical expectation is that the greater the

positive rates of change in differential cash flows, the

lower the likelihood of a partial (type B) or a complete

(type C) plan termination. Stated as a formal hypothesis:

H1: Among the three groups of firms (simple settlement
[Type A], partial termination [Type B] and complete
plan termination [Type C]), increasing rates of
change in cash flows will decrease the likelihood
of a settlement of type B or type C.

As supplementary analyses, three alternate definitions of

cash flow constraints will be used as follows: (i) operating

cash flows, (ii) investment cash flows and (iii) financing

cash flows, as defined by FAS95 [FASB, 1987]. Each type of

cash flow will be segregated into inflows and outflows and

the results will be examined for any significant effects.

Hypothesis 2: Unused Credit Lines and Firms' Settlement/

Replacement Plan Decisions. As Stiglitz [1988] suggested,

the cash flow position of a firm includes cash flows, its

stock of cash and more importantly credit lines available to

the firm. It is unrealistic to equate firms that have

exhausted all their available credit with firms that have

substantial lines of credit available to them. Accordingly,
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I consider unused credit lines to be an important variable

in the overall determination of a firm's cash flow

constraints. Theoretical expectation is that firms without

access to additional credit are more likely to resort to

plan terminations and recover excess plan assets than are

firms that have substantial lines of credit available to

them.

Unused credit "Lines are operationalized as the ratio of

available lines of unused credit to reversionary assets

(potential or actual) in the year preceding a plan

termination or a simple settlement. The annual report

footnotes (NAARS database) will be examined to identify the

relevant information. In the case of partial terminations

and complete plan terminations, the actual reversion is

adjusted for the applicable excise tax on reversions. In

the case of simple settlements, reversionary assets equal

the difference between the market value of plan assets and

the accumulated benefit obligation after adjustment for any

imputed taxes on this difference. The imputation of (excise

and income) taxes is necessary to reduce the as-if

reversions to an after-tax basis as in the case of plan

terminating firms. The imputed taxes will be determined as:

Total Tax = Excise Tax + Corporate Income Tax

where:

Excise Tax = .1 (Gross Reversion) = .1 (Assets-
ABO)

Income Tax = Rate (Gross Reversion - Excise Tax
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Theoretical expectation is that the higher the ratio of

unused credit to reversionary assets, the lower the

likelihood of a plan termination. Stated as a formal

hypothesis:

H2: Among the three groups of firms (simple settlement
(Type A], partial termination [Type B] and complete
plan termination [Type C]), increasing levels of
unused credit lines will decrease the likelihood of
a settlement of type B or type C.

Partial and complete plan termination firms are more likely

not to have unused lines of credit (or insufficient lines of

credit available relative to reversionary assets) than

simple settlement firms. The unavailability of such credit

to partial and complete plan terminating firms, taken

together with deteriorating cash flows, may suggest that

these firms might have been driven by considerations of cash

flow constraints than by those of opportunity costs of

alternative financing resources.

Hypothesis 3: Tax Loss Carryforwards and Firms' Settlement/

Replacement Plan Decisions. The Income Tax law allows firms

to offset operating losses (defined as the excess of

deductible expenses over taxable revenues) against the

income of previous years by means of carryback/ carryforward

of these losses. Under the current income tax law,

operating losses can be carried back three years and carried

forward fifteen years. Since reversions are taxed to the

firm as ordinary income and since operating losses can be

used to offset that income, the existence of operating
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losses may provide firms with an additional incentive to

terminate benefit plans. Clinch and Shibano [1989) suggest

that tax minimization could be an important consideration in

firms' decisions to terminate a benefit plan.

I classify all firms into NOL firms and Non-NOL firms.

NOL firms either report net operating loss carryforwards or

indicate the existence of a NOL in the year of the FAS88

event. The data on firms' NOL status were taken from

footnotes in annual financial statements (NAARS database).

The objective of this classification is to determine if NOL

firms are more likely to terminate their benefit plans than

non-NOL firms. Theoretical expectation is that NOL firms

are more likely to terminate their defined benefit plans due

to the presence of net operating loss carryforwards.

Stated as a formal hypothesis:

H3: Among the three groups of firms (simple
settlement [Type A], partial termination
[Type B] and complete plan termination
[Type C]), the existence net operating loss
carryforwards will increase the likelihood of
a settlement of type B or type C.

Hypothesis 4: Plan Burden and Firms' Settlement/ Replacement

Plan Decisions. As noted in Chapter 2, firms either settling

their vested benefit obligations or providing defined

benefits under a replacement benefit plan retain the

responsibility for future benefit and plan obligations.

Firms that terminate their existing defined benefit plan

without replacing it with another defined benefit plan

divest themselves of future plan obligations under the
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terminated plan. Thus, termination of benefit plans may be

one way for a firm to eliminate its pension obligation under

a partial termination entirely or restructure its employee

obligations. If, as the deferred compensation theorists

argue, employees are long term bondholders in the firm,

current or anticipated difficulties in meeting employees'

bond covenants with respect to funding and benefit payments

may induce some sponsor firms to renegotiate the deferred

compensation contract. Such difficulties may involve

current funding problems or the firm's perceived inability

to maintain benefit payments under the defined benefit plan.

Theoretical expectation is that firms that have funding

problems or difficulties with maintaining the stream of

benefit payments under the plan would also have the

incentives to change their obligations and restructure their

overall pension obligations.'4

I test this hypothesis by the independent variable

BURDNRAT, which is the ratio of benefit payments made under

all benefit plans to the market value of assets under all

benefit plans. The market value of plan assets is the most

recent market value reported prior to the FAS88 event.

Benefit payments are payments made during the corresponding

year. The data on market value of plan assets were taken

1An examination of the DOL data tapes indicated that most
of the firms in the sample did not have a funding waiver in the
year of settlement or plan termination. These firms also did not
show any amortization of past funding deficiencies in the event
year. Hence, hypothesis tests were limited to plan burden.
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from financial statements (NAARS database) and data on

benefit payments were obtained through private information

sources. Stated as a formal hypothesis:

H4: Among the three groups of firms (simple
settlement [Type A], partial termination
[Type B] and complete plan termination
[Type C]), increasing levels of plan burden
will also increase the likelihood of a
settlement of type B or type C.

Hypothesis 5: Debt Covenants and Firms' Settlement and

Replacement Plan Decisions. If employees are long term

bondholders in the firm and the firm renegotiates its

deferred compensation contract due to funding difficulties

and increasing plan burden, then, these firms also are

likely to face similar debt-service problems in the case of

other bondholders/ creditors.

This research uses three criteria to identify firms

that are in violation of their debt covenants: (i) there is

a statement in the financial statement footnotes that the

firm is currently in violation of at least some debt

covenants or (ii) there is an indication in the financial

statement footnotes that the firm is prevented from paying

dividends due to failure to maintain certain financial

ratios or (iii) Standard and Poor Bond Rating Guide

indicates that the firm is currently in default of interest

payments on its obligations. Firms meeting any one of these

three criteria are classified as firms in violation of

their debt covenants. Stated as a formal hypothesis:
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H5: Among the three groups of firms (simple
settlement [Type A], partial termination
[Type B] and complete plan termination
[Type C]), the presence of bond covenant
violations will increase the likelihood
of a settlement of type B or type C.

Hypothesis 6: Discount Rates and Firms' Settlement/

Replacement Plan Decisions. The new pension standards

require that assumed discount rates be used to measure the

projected benefit obligation and the service and interest

components of net periodic pension cost [FASB, 1985a: para

44]. The assumed discount rates should reflect the rates at

which the pension benefits could be effectively settled. In

estimating these rates, firms may refer to rates implicit in

current prices of annuity contracts or rates on high-quality

fixed income investments or rates published by the Pension

Benefit Guaranty Corporation [FASB, 1985a: para 44].

I hypothesize that firms planning to terminate pension plans

would use higher discount rates relative to simple

settlement firms in order to increase reversionary assets

from terminated plans. Currently, firms are not required to

disclose the actual settlement rates used in annuity

contracts to settle termination liabilities. However,

since discount rates used by firms are to reflect settlement

rates at which pension obligations could be effectively

settled [FASB, 1985b: para 44], I use the discount rates

immediately prior to the time of simple settlement or plan

termination, as disclosed in the financial statements. The

sample firms will be classified into appropriate industry
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segments and firm discount rates will be standardized for

industry effects by the average industry discount rates in

the year of simple settlement or plan termination as

follows: 15

Firm Discount Rate - Average Industry Discount Rate
( Average Industry Discount Rate)

I hypothesize that higher discount rates will increase the

likelihood of plan terminations due to the reversionary

effect. Stated as a formal hypothesis:

H6: Among the three groups of firms (simple
settlement [Type A], partial termination
[Type B] and complete plan termination
[Type C]), higher firm discount rates will
increase the likelihood of a termination
of type B or type C.

Hypothesis 7: Union Countervailing Power and Firms'

Settlement/ Replacement Plan Decisions. A firm's ability

to effect particular types of settlements may be constrained

by a union's countervailing power. Unions are likely to

oppose plan terminations and recovery of excess plan assets

by sponsor firms, unless they perceive an imminent threat to

the firm's viability. Not surprisingly, union plans are

likely to be underfunded [Ippolito, 1988]. Firms may

deliberately underfund union plans to force organized labor

15The Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation [PBGC] publishes
valuation interest rates for immediate and deferred annuities on
a quarterly basis. These interest rates apply to valuations made
between the specified dates in the publication. Since the date
of either simple settlement, or partial or complete termination
could not be determined in most cases, the PBGC rates were not
used to standardize firm discount rates.
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to post a long term bond in the firm or they may reduce

funding of union plans and concurrently overfund non-union

salaried plans to have easier access to surplus plan assets.

Moving from the group of simple settlement and partial

termination firms to complete termination firms, one would

expect the likelihood of union coverage to decrease. With

decreasing union coverage, the firm's ability to make

unilateral changes to the plan structure (including plan

termination) increases. Based on the hierarchy of expected

employee benefit changes [ Table 1, p.6 ], I posit that the

higher the union coverage the less likely a firm will be to

completely terminate its pension plan.

The variable EMPRATIO is the ratio of union employees

to the total employees of the firm. It is a measure of

union coverage in a firm. The higher the ratio, the higher

the coverage, and the less likely is a complete plan

termination, which has the most adverse impact on employee

benefits.16  The data on union employees and total

employees were obtained from private information sources,

since published reports do not contain this information.

Stated as a formal hypothesis:

H7: Among the three groups of firms (simple
settlement [Type A], partial termination
[Type B] and complete plan termination
[Type C]), increasing union coverage will
decrease the likelihood of a settlement
of type C.

'6Simple settlements [Type A] and partial terminations [Type
B] have no effect on employees' future benefits.
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Hypothesis 8: Projected Future Compensation Levels and

Firms' Settlement/ Replacement Plan Decisions. A firm's

replacement plan decision can have a significant impact on

the future compensation component of its projected benefit

obligation. In the case of a simple settlement, the

settlement of vested benefits does not affect the remaining

non-vested benefits or the future salary increases under the

benefit plan. Partial terminations require firms to settle

the accumulated benefit obligation under each plan: the

future salary component remains substantially unchanged.

Firms effecting a complete plan termination also settle the

accumulated benefit obligation, but they also eliminate the

projected future salary component under the terminated

plan. 17

Deferred compensation theorists argue that benefit

plan terminations result in capital losses to employees.

One reason for those losses may be the presence of

significant future compensation levels in terminated plans.

If firms want to renege on employees' deferred compensation

contracts, ceteris paribus, they must elect a complete plan

termination. Therefore, I posit that the larger the future

compensation component (relative to the total benefit

obligation), the greater the likelihood of a complete plan

termination. If larger future salary levels increase the

17The eliminated future salary component constitutes a
curtailment.
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likelihood of a complete plan termination (type C), then

backloading increases employees' capital losses.

I use the variable SALRATIO to test the hypothesis that

larger levels of future salary component increase the

likelihood of complete plan terminations. The variable is

defined as the ratio of the projected future salary amount

under the plans to the firm's total projected benefit

obligation, both measured immediately prior to the FAS88

event and as disclosed in the financial statements.

Theoretical expectation is that larger proportions of the

future salary component will increase the likelihood of

complete plan terminations as against other settlement

types. Stated as a formal hypothesis:

H8: Among the three groups of firms (simple
settlement [Type A], partial termination
[Type B] and complete plan termination
[Type C]), larger proportions of future
salary component will increase the
likelihood of a settlement of type C.

Hypothesis 9: Executive Compensation Schemes and Firms'

Settlement/ Replacement Plan Decisions. Agency theory

suggests that management is likely to benefit from the

settlement (gain/ loss) provisions of FAS88 if compensation

plans are tied to earnings. Prior to transition to the new

pension standards, employers that entered into asset

reversion transactions recognized a deferred gain as the

cumulative effect of a change in accounting principle. By

contrast, employers entering into a settlement or

termination transaction after transition can recognize an
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ordinary gain. 18

I hypothesize that earnings based compensation schemes

increase the likelihood of complete plan [type C]

terminations. This hypothesis is based on two premises:

(i) managers can increase or decrease their bonuses by

changing the magnitude and/or the timing of accruals [Healy,

1985]; and (ii) complete plan terminations generally result

in the maximum amount of SFAS88 gains and losses.19

Abdel-Khalik, Chi, and Ghicas [1987] advanced a

competing hypothesis arguing that managerial compensation

plans did not involve a mechanical application of a bonus

formula, but were adjusted for accounting effects not

involving cash flows. They further argued that managers

would be rewarded for choosing alternatives that resulted in

additional cash flows to the firm and that the cash flow

effect in the case of plan terminations may have made it

more attractive for managements to elect a plan termination

rather than a simple settlement (without plan termination).

Simple settlement firms do not recover excess plan assets

and, therefore, do not have a cash inflow as a result of the

settlement. According to Abdel-Khalik et al [1987],

18Under prior guidelines, gain recognition was allowed only
in the case of complete terminations and the gain was required to
be reported as extraordinary income under APB Opinion 30.

19A review of financial statements indicated that the
reported prior service cost was generally small relative to the
settlement gains recognized by the firm and that the curtailment
gain in a complete termination is large enough to offset any
unrecognized prior service cost.
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management bonus formulas may adjust the base of awards for

any gain resulting from simple settlements. On the other

hand, reversions result in an immediate cash inflow for plan

terminating firms and executive bonus schemes in these firms

are likely to be based on earnings that include any

resulting FAS88 gains. 20 This research also will test the

competing hypothesis and present the results of hypothesis

tests in a supplementary analysis.

The variable EXCOMP proxies for the hypothesized

relationship between earnings-based executive compensation

plans and firms' replacement decisions. EXCOMP is coded 1,

if the following two conditions are concurrently met in the

year of the FAS88 transaction: (i) executive compensation is

based on reported earnings and (ii) FAS88 gains are included

in reported earnings that were used as a basis for computing

such executive compensation. Otherwise, EXCOMP is coded 0.

The financial statements were examined to determine

whether gains were included in arriving at reported

earnings. The proxy statements were examined to determine

whether executive bonus awards were based either on reported

earnings or on some measure of reported earnings. The

20A limited review of proxy statements revealed no
indication that earnings-bases (however defined) were being
adjusted for simple settlement gains. Specifically, references
to "net income" or "earnings" as bases for computing bonuses
contained no indication that simple settlement gains were being
excluded from the respective bases. In a very few isolated
cases, however, where bonuses were based on cash flow per share
(or some other version of cash flows), bonus computations could
have excluded reported simple settlement gains.
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definition of executives includes only those key employees

of the firm whose cash compensation and bonus payments were

reported in the proxy statement. Stated as a formal

hypothesis:

H9: Among the three groups of firms (simple
settlement [Type A], partial termination
[Type B] and complete plan termination
[Type C]), the presence of earnings-based
executive compensation contracts will
increase the likelihood of a settlement
of type C.

Hypothesis 10: FAS88 Gain Impact and Firms' Settlement/

Replacement Plan Decisions. The new pension standards

removed the barrier to recognition of financial reporting

gains and losses in simple (type A) settlements and partial

(type B) terminations. Depending upon the relative

magnitudes of vested and non vested benefits, simple

settlement and partial termination firms can recognize

substantially most of the gains and losses that could be

previously recognized only in complete (type C)

terminations. Thus, these options might have become more

attractive to firms that were intending solely to recover

excess plan assets without changing overall employee

benefits. Besides enabling firms to recognize gains and

losses from pension settlements, the new standards also

allowed a two-year transition period. This period gave

firms some latitude in timing the recognition of previously

deferred gains and losses.
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I hypothesize that the gains and losses recognized by

firms from the settlement transactions increased the

likelihood of simple settlements and partial terminations

compared with complete terminations. To determine if

recognized SFAS88 gains and losses had provided financial

reporting incentives, I tested the impact of these gains and

losses on the likelihood of firms' settlement decisions. I

operationalized the impact of SFAS88 gains and losses on

earnings of the firm as the ratio of the gains to earnings

of the firm. Gains (or losses) are defined as pre-tax

settlement or termination gains from either a simple

settlement or a plan termination (type B or type C).

Earnings are defined as earnings from continuing operations

before interest, income taxes, and any SFAS88 gains. The

data were obtained from financial statements. The variable

GAINRATE proxies for the impact of the gain on earnings of

the firm and is defined as the ratio of the settlement gains

(as defined) to the earnings of the firm (as adjusted).

Stated as a formal hypothesis:

H10: Among the three groups of firms (simple
settlement [Type A], partial termination
[Type B] and complete plan termination
[Type C]), recognized SFAS88 gains and losses
will increase the likelihood of a settlement
of Type A or Type B.

Hypotheses, Logistic Models and Primary Groups

I tested three subgroups of hypotheses: (i) cash flow

impact hypotheses, (ii) gain impact hypotheses and (iii)

employee obligations restructuring hypotheses. For
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subgroups (i) and (iii), there is a primary classification

of sample firms determining the logistic regression model

for each subgroup. For the subgroup of cash flow

hypotheses, Group I combines all plan terminating firms

[partial terminations (type B) and complete plan

terminations (type C) ] based on the same reversion effect

for these firms. For the subgroup of gain impact

hypotheses, the results under all three groups of sample

firms are compared to determine if FAS88 gains impacted the

likelihood of a given type of settlement. For the employee

obligations hypotheses, Group III combines simple

settlements (type A) and partial terminations (type B) as

one group, since employee obligations do not change for

these firms. The significance of variables and the

likelihood of outcome are tested under the respective group

models.

Validity of Models: Initial Findings

Results of preliminary logistic regressions revealed

that Model II, combining simple settlements (type A) and

complete plan terminations (type C), did not perform

significantly differently from the base model at

conventional levels of significance. The base model has

only an intercept term and no independent variables in it.

The finding that Model II did not perform significantly

differently from the base model led to the conclusion that

Model II had no significant explanatory power. As discussed
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earlier, Model II was formulated only for methodological

reasons. There was no a priori rationale for the

combination. Since the model was unstable, it was abandoned

for purposes of hypotheses tests. Tests of hypotheses were

hence reformulated as follows:

(i) Tests of reversion-related hypotheses (1 through
6) were based on Model I and supplemented by
results of pairwise comparisons;

(ii) Tests of employee-related hypotheses (7 and 8)
were based on Model III and supplemented by
results of pairwise comparisons; and

(iii) Tests of gain-related hypotheses (9 and 10) were
based on pairwise comparisons.

Interpretation of Logistic Regression Results

In addition to the statistics identified above,

statistical programs conventionally report a numeric value

for the coefficient, its standard error, a Wald statistic

for the variable and an exponent value for the variable.

The numeric value of the coefficient, the log odds ratio, is

computed as log [prob(event)/ prob(no event)'] and is not

directly interpretable. The exponent is a measure of the

change in event odds and does not lend itself to any further

statistical analysis. The numeric values of the coefficient

and its standard error determine the Wald statistic which,

in turn, is directly reflected in the significance level

reported in this research. The greater the value of the

Wald statistic, the higher the significance level of the

variable. Therefore, the coefficients, their standard

errors, the Wald statistics and exponent values are not
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separately reported in the results. The sign of the

coefficient indicates how the variable affects the

likelihood of the event in question. If the sign is

positive, the likelihood of the event increases. If the

sign is negative, the likelihood decreases.

Evaluation of Models

The section following the discussion of variables

compares and evaluates model performance under different

groups. The section contains statistics on (i) the

classification accuracy of each model, (ii) a histogram of

predicted probabilities of outcome indicating how well the

model predicts observed events and (iii) a goodness-of-fit

statistic for the model. Overall model fit is evaluated in

terms of the goodness-of-fit statistic. The statistic

indicates how well a model classifies observed groups based

on predicted probabilities.

Conclusion

Chapter 3 formulated research hypotheses based on

deferred compensation theory of wages, the theory of

corporate financing behavior and the impact of SFAS88

gain/loss recognition provisions on firms' replacement plan

decisions. It also discussed sample selection procedures

and issues relating to model specification. It identified

three general models (GM I, GM II and GM III) and three

pairwise models (PW I, PW II and PW III) and explained

initial findings and how the models were modified in the
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tests of hypotheses. Since the initial findings revealed

that GM II did not perform any better than a base model, the

model was abandoned. Instead, three pairwise models were

used in the tests of gain-related hypotheses and as

supplementary analyses. Chapter 4 presents results of tests

of hypotheses and an evaluation of the models.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS OF FORMAL TESTS OF HYPOTHESES

This section contains the results of formal tests of

hypotheses and results of supplementary analyses. Table 5

reports results of hypotheses tests based on reversion of

excess plan assets. The model for these hypotheses compared

simple settlement firms (type A) with plan terminating firms

(type B and type C) based on overall cash flow. Table 6

reports results of tests of employee-related hypotheses.

The model for these hypotheses compared the group of simple

(type A) settlements and partial (type B) terminations with

complete (type C) terminations based on overall cash flow.

Due to the reasons identified in the methodology section,

tests of gain-related hypotheses were based on pairwise

comparisons of sample categories and general model III.

Tables 5 and 6 report also the results of gain-related

hypotheses tests based on overall cash flow. For each

hypothesis test, the tables provide relevant likelihood

statistics indicating (i) the significance of the variable's

coefficient under the model, (ii) the directional impact of

the variable on the likelihood of the settlement event in

question, and (iii) the expected sign of the coefficient.

88
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TABLE 5

REVERSION-RELATED HYPOTHESES: GENERAL MODEL I

VAR

TOTALCF

REVRATIO

LOSSCODE

BURDNRAT

DEBTCODE

DISCOUNT

EMPRATIO

SALRATIO

GAINRATE

COMPCODE

GENERAL

MODEL I

E A S

- + .03

- + .03

PAIRWISE MODELS

I II

E A SE A S

III

EA S

.01 - + .06 ? +

- + .09 - +

+ + .09 + + .07 + + .09 ?

+ + .10 + + S + + .06 ? + .01

+ + .03 + + .05 + + .08 ? +

+ -

NA+

NA +

? +

+ +

S + - .. + +.02 ? +

S ? +

? +

+

+ +

. - + - - .02

S + + .02+

+ -

Notes:

1) NA means that the General Model is inapplicable to the
variable in question. Where theory does not suggest a
differential impact, the expected of sign is indicated by a

2) GM I = Simple Settlements vs. Partial & Complete
Terminations

PW I = Simple Settlements vs. Partial Terminations
PW II = Simple Settlements vs. Complete Terminations
PW III = Partial Terminations vs. Complete Terminations
PW comparisons are the same for Tables 6 & 7.

3) The significance levels (S) are the actual levels of
significance obtained. E = expected sign. A = actual
sign of the coefficient.

.01

.01

+ -
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TABLE 6

EMPLOYEE-RELATED HYPOTHESES: GENERAL MODEL III

GENERAL
MODEL III

PAIRWISE MODELS
II III

TOTALCF

REVRATIO

LOSSCODE

BURDNRAT

DEBTCODE

DISCOUNT

EMPRATIO

SALRATIO

COMPCODE

GAINRATE

E

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

+

NA

A

+

S E A S E A S E A S

.04

+.0

- . 06

+

- - .01

- + .09

+ + .07

+ +

+ +

. . +

.05 +

+

+

+

+ + +

- +

- + .06 ?

- + .. ?

+ +.09 ?

+

+

+ +

- +

+ +

+ +

.06

.08

,02

.02

.02

+ .01

- .01

+

+

+ ~

- - .02

+ -

S + -

Notes:

1) NA means that the General Model is inapplicable to the
variable in question. Where theory does not suggest a
differential impact, the expected sign is indicated by a

2) GM III = Simple Settlements and Partial Terminations
vs. Complete Terminations

PW I = Simple Settlements vs. Partial Terminations

PW II = Simple Settlements vs. Complete Terminations
PW III = Partial Terminations vs. Complete

Terminations
PW comparisons are the same for Tables 6 & 7.

3) The significance levels (S) are the actual levels of
significance obtained. E = expected sign. A = actual sign.

VAR

.01?

?

?
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All hypotheses tests were based on overall cash flows.
2 1

The supplementary analyses were used only to detect any

offsetting effects due to the grouping in the overall models

(GM I and GM III). Specifically, the supplementary analyses

were not used for hypotheses tests.

Reporting of Significance Levels and Other Statistics

The reported regression results include only the

following select test statistics used in hypothesis-testing:

(i) the expected sign of the independent variable, (ii) the

sign of the logistic coefficient indicating the direction of

the likelihood of outcome and (iii) the actual significance

level obtained for the independent variable. Other

statistics, such as the coefficient's numeric value, its

standard error and its exponent value are not reported in

the tables for the following reasons:

(i) the logistic coefficient is the log odds of
the event occurring and is not used in hypothesis
testing;

(ii) the coefficient and its standard error determine
the significance of the variable (the Wald
statistic), which is directly captured in the
significance level reported; and

(iii) the exponent value is the change in event odds
due to the independent variable and is reflected in
the reported significance level.

Results: Hypothesis 1 (Cash Flow Constraints)

I tested the hypothesis that cash flow constraints

21As supplementary analyses, I disaggregate overall cash
flows into operating, investment and financing flows to examine
offsetting effects between the sample categories.
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increased the likelihood of partial (type B) and complete

(type C) terminations relative to simple (type A)

settlements. The hypothesis is restated below:

Hl: Among the three groups of firms [simple
settlements (Type A), partial terminations

(Type B), and complete plan terminations
(Type C)], increasing rates of cash flows
will decrease the likelihood of a settlement
of Type B or Type C.

I used the percentage change in the ratio of overall cash

inflows to overall cash outflows for five years preceding

the year of simple settlement, partial termination or

complete termination, as the case may be. In the logistic

regression model, the sign of the coefficient indicates

whether the event's likelihood increases or decreases due to

"increasing" values of the independent variable. For the

cash flow variable, increasing values of the independent

variable denote increasing rates of cash inflows to

outflows. A negative coefficient sign indicates a decrease

in the likelihood of a partial (type B) or complete (type C)

termination. A positive coefficient sign indicates an

increase in the likelihood of a partial or complete

termination. Table 7 summarizes the hypothesis test and

other analyses. The operating, investment and financing

cash flows provided alternative definitions of cash flow

constraints in the overall model and in the supplementary

analyses. A positive rate of change in differential cash

flows between two consecutive years indicates increasing
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cash flows; a negative rate of change indicates declining

cash flows. 22

TABLE 7

HYPOTHESIS

Model

SS vs.
PT & CT

SS vs. PT
SS vs. CT
PT vs. CT

SS vs.
PT & CT

SS vs. PT
SS vs. CT
PT vs. CT

1: SUMMARY OF HYPOTHESIS
SUPPLEMENTARY ANALYSES

Cash Flow
Measure in

Model

Overall
Cash Flows

Overall
Cash Flows

Dis-
aggregated
Cash Flows:
Operating,
Investment
and Finan-
cing Flows

Dis-
aggregated
Cash Flows

Nature of
Analysis

Hypothesis
Test

Supplemen-
tary Analysis
to Detect
Offsetting
Effects between
Sample Groups

Supplemen-
tary Analysis
to Detect
Offsetting
Effects between
Cash Flow
Components

Supplemen-
tary Analysis
to Jointly
Evaluate
Offsetting
Effects

TEST AND

Results
Reported

in

Table 8,
Part A

Table 8,
Part B

Table 9

Table 10

22For example, a change between 1987 (cash inflows of
$15,000 and outflows of $10,000) and 1988 (cash inflows of
$20,000 and outflows of $10,000) would be computed as
[ (20,000/10,000 - 15,000/l0,000) / (15,000/10,000) ]. The
result of (2.0-1.5)/1.5 or 0.33 indicates that the ratio of
inflows to outflows increased during 1988 compared with the ratio
at the beginning of the year. Conversely, a negative change
would indicate a declining ratio of inflows to outflows from 1987
to 1988.
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SS = Simple Settlements [Type A]
PT = Partial Terminations [Type B]
CT = Complete Terminations [Type C]

Table 8, Part A reports the results of the overall model (GM

I) for purposes of the hypothesis test. Table 8, Part B

reports the results of pairwise comparisons based on overall

cash flows as supplementary analyses.

The results in Table 8, Part A indicate that the

likelihood of plan terminations as a whole increased, as

cash flows increased, not supporting the hypothesized

direction of the effect of cash flows on the likelihood of

plan terminations. Hence, the hypothesis was rejected at

the 0.03 level. The results suggest that plan terminating

firms (type B and type C) as a group did not face more

stringent cash flow problems than simple (type A) settlement

firms.

TABLE 8

REGRESSION RESULTS: TOTALCF

PART A) Overall Model (Total Cash Flow)

MODEL EXPECTED ACTUAL SIGNIFIC
SIGN SIGN LEVEL

SS v. PT & CT - + 0.03

PART B) Pairwise Models (Total Cash Flow)

MODEL EXPECTED ACTUAL SIGNIFIC
SIGN SIGN LEVEL

SS V. PT - 0.01

SS V. CT + 0.06

PT V. CT ? + 0.01
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SS = Simple Settlement Firms (Type A)
PT = Partial Terminations (Type B)
CT = Complete Plan Terminations (Type C)

Supplementary Analyses: Pairwise Comparisons Based on Total

Cash Flow. Since the overall model combined partial (type

B) and complete (type C) termination firms, the results may

have been affected by offsetting effects between these two

categories. To detect such effects, pairwise comparisons of

the sample firms were conducted. Table 8, Part B reports

the findings of the pairwise comparisons based on overall

cash flows. The results suggest that with increasing

overall cash flows the likelihood of partial terminations

(relative to simple settlements) decreased as expected, but

contrary to expectation the likelihood of complete plan

terminations increased, relative to both simple settlements

and partial terminations.

Within the plan terminating group (type B and type C),

the likelihood of complete plan terminations incrased

significantly (at the 0.01 level) relative to partial

terminations, as overall cash flows also increased.

Overall, the pairwise comparisons suggest that firms faced

with an overall cash flow problem preferred partial to

complete plan terminations. This suggests that potential

"breach of trust" may be more dangerous if a firm faces

bankruptcy. Such firms may need both a quick cash inflow

and employee support; a partial termination may enable the

firm to receive needed funds without adversely impacting
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future employee benefits.

Supplementary Analyses: Overall Model - Disaggregated Cash

Flows. Pairwise comparisons based on overall cash flow

revealed significant offsetting effects at the 0.01 level

within the terminating group (Table 8, Part B). However,

the overall model masked these effects due to the grouping

of partial and complete termination firms (Table 8, Part A).

Since the disaggregation of the terminating group into

partial and complete terminations detected significant

offsetting effects within that group at the 0.01 level, I

also disaggregated overall cash flows into operating,

investment and financing flows for further analysis.

Table 9 reports the results of the overall model based on

disaggregated cash flows. The results indicate that for

operating and financing cash flows, the likelihood of

partial and complete terminations increased at the 0.05

level and the 0.01 level, respectively, as operating and

financing flows increased.

TABLE 9

SUPPLEMENTARY ANALYSES (OVERALL MODEL BASED ON
DISAGGREGATED CASH FLOWS)

MODEL: (SS vs. PT & CT)

COMPONENT EXPEC ACTUAL SIGNIFIC
SIGN SIGN LEVEL

Operating Flows - + 0.05

Investment Flows - 0.07

Financing Flows - + 0.01
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SS = Simple Settlements
PT = Partial Terminations
CT = Complete Terminations

Given the grouping, this analysis suggests that plan

terminating firms did not face significant operating or

financing flow problems relative to simple settlement firms.

However, for investment flows, the coefficient was negative

and significant at the 0.07 level, indicating that the

likelihood of partial and complete terminations declined

with increasing investment flows. This analysis suggests

that plan terminating firms might have faced more stringent

investment flow problems relative to simple settlement

firms.

Supplementary Analyses - Pairwise Comparisons: Operating,

Investment and Financing Cash Flows. Disaggregation of cash

flows and pairwise comparisons based on overall cash flows

suggested that the overall model (Table 8, Part A) masked

offsetting characteristics of partial (type B) and complete

(type C) termination firms. Therefore, the disaggregated

cash flows were examined in each of the three pairwise

comparisons. Table 10 summarizes the results. When simple

settlements (type A) were compared with partial (type B)

terminations, declining cash flows became a significant

explanatory variable at the 0.05 level with respect to

operating flows, and significant at the 0.02 level with

respect to financing flows.
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TABLE 10

SUPPLEMENTARY ANALYSES (PAIRWISE COMPARISONS
BASED ON DISAGGREGATED CASH FLOWS)

<------ Cash Flow Components ------ >

MODEL Oper CFs Invest CFs Financing CFs

EXP ACT SIG EXP ACT SIG EXP ACT SIG

SS V.PT - - 0.05 - - . - - 0.02

SS V.CT - + 0.09 - - 0.09 - + 0.09

PT V.CT - + 0.01 - - 0.10 - + 0.03

SS = Simple Settlement Firms (Type A)
PT = Partial Terminations (Type B)
CT = Complete Plan Terminations (Type C)

However, complete (type C) termination firms appeared to

have different characteristics. When compared with simple

settlement firms, the coefficient for complete terminations

was positive and significant at the 0.09 level with respect

to both operating and financing flows. Likewise, when

compared with partial terminations, the coefficient for

complete terminations was (i) positive and significant at

the 0.01 level with respect to operating flows and (ii)

positive and significant at the 0.03 level with respect to

financing flows. Therefore, declining cash flows, measured

by either operating or financing cash flows, did not result

in a greater likelihood of a complete plan termination as

posited by financial distress theorists. The results

suggest that firms that view pensions as a "financial slack"

to provide cheap capital for investment opportunities
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perceive partial and complete terminations as viable,

whereas acute financial distress appears to limit the

viability of complete termination. This analysis supports

the prior conclusion that significant differences exist

between partial and complete termination firms, when they

face significant declines in cash flows. Thus, the

likelihood of a partial termination decreased, as operating

and financing cash flows increased. These results indicate

that negative rates of change in financial and operating

cash flows limit a firm's options in selecting a termination

strategy. Since cash flow is needed, termination must

occur, but employee morale must be maintained, therefore a

partial termination becomes the only viable option. Results

with respect to comparison of simple settlements with

complete terminations reinforce the conclusion that complete

terminations are not a viable option when a firm faces

declining operating or financing cash flows.

The investment cash flow comparisons offer an

interesting and potentially important contrast. With

increasing investment flows, the likelihood of complete

terminations decreased relative to both simple settlements

(at the 0.09 level) and partial terminations (at the 0.10

level). Therefore, complete terminations appear to be the

most likely outcome when a company has decreasing investment

cash flows. One interpretation is that firms that have the

greatest investment opportunities would be most likely to
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exhibit decreasing investment cash flow and capital

rationing constraints. In this scenario, a financing

explanation might be appropriate. Firms that view pension

funds as a means of generating financial slack to provide

relatively cheap capital will not be averse to complete

termination when investment opportunities arise. Employee

morale may be of lesser concern in complete termination

firms that have increasing operating and financing flows but

declining investment flows. These results may have

important implications for future researchers.

Alternatively, increasing investment flows may result from

"disinvesting," often a characteristic of firms in financial

distress.

Since operating, investment, and financing cash flows

appear to create different incentives, future researchers

should disaggregate cash flows and analyze partial and

complete termination firms separately. In addition, if

firms view pensions as a means of creating "financial slack"

to take advantage of future investment opportunities, then

employees should not defer current compensation for future

benefits, since those future benefits may disappear in a

subsequent complete termination.

If Congress sought accounting standards to protect

employees, these results suggest the Board's action may have
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been appropriate.23 By removing the barrier to recognition

of financial reporting gains in partial (type B)

terminations and simple (type A) settlements, the Board made

these options more attractive to firms. Since employee

benefits are not affected by partial terminations, and firms

in financial distress need cash inflows, my results indicate

the appropriate incentives now exist to achieve the desired

results.

Results of Hypothesis 2 (Unused Credit Lines)

I tested the hypothesis that unavailability of credit

lines (relative to reversionary assets) increased the

likelihood of plan (type B and type C) terminations. The

hypothesis is restated below:

Among the three groups of firms (simple
settlement [Type A], partial termination
[Type B] and complete termination [Type C]),
increasing levels of unused credit lines will
decrease the likelihood of a settlement of
Type B or Type C.

"Petersen [1989] finds that final-wage plans are twice as
likely to be terminated as flat-benefit plans. He also finds
that plans that have a higher proportion of current retirees also
are more likely to be terminated. This recent evidence lends
support to Congressional concern over the retirement security of
employees typically involved in a complete [type C] termination.
As Thomas [1988b] argues, expropriations of employees' deferred
compensation occur only because employees are unable to receive
their deferred compensation later in their tenure under the
terminated plan [p. 12]. In a partial [type B] termination,
employees in firms facing bankruptcy or financial distress at
least have the option of continuing under the reverted (but not
terminated) plan without losing their pension bonds upon a
complete [type C] termination. To this extent, additional
incentives for partial [type B] terminations may be consistent
with the Congressional mandate within the framework of the
Employee Retirement and Income Security Act [ERISA].
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I operationalized unused credit lines as the ratio of

available lines of unused credit to reversionary assets

(potential or actual) in the year preceding simple (type A)

settlement, partial (type B) termination or complete (type

C) termination as the case may be.

Results of Hypothesis Test. Table 11 presents the results

of the hypothesis test and pairwise comparisons based on

overall cash flows. Contrary to expectations, the results

of the overall cash flow model (Table 11, Part A) suggest

that the likelihood of plan terminations (type B and type C)

increased, as credit lines became greater

relative to reversion. Hence, the results do not support

the argument that firms might have recaptured excess plan

assets as a source of financing due to unavailability of

credit. Therefore, the hypothesis was rejected at the 0.03

level.

TABLE 11

REGRESSION RESULTS: REVRATIO

A) Test of Hypothesis 2: Overall Cash Flow Model

MODEL EXPEC. SIGN OF SIGNIFICANCE
SIGN COEFFICIENT LEVEL

SS vs. PT & CT - + 0.03

B) Supplementary Analyses (Results of Pairwise
Comparisons based on Overall Cash Flow)

MODEL EXPEC. SIGN OF SIGNIFICANCE
SIGN COEFFICIENT LEVEL

SS vs PT -4+%

SS vs. CT

U, 9-r
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PT vs. CT ? 0.01

SS = Simple Settlements PT = Partial Terminations
CT = Complete Terminations

However, given the results with respect to cash flows, this

analysis must be interpreted with care since offsetting

effects of partial and complete terminations may be

responsible for the results.

Supplementary Analyses: Pairwise Comparisons. Results of

pairwise comparisons indicate that (relative to simple

settlement firms) unavailability of credit was not a factor

either in partial or in complete terminations. Table 11,

Part B presents the results of pairwise comparisons. In the

case of partial terminations, the coefficient was positive

and significant at the 0.09 level, suggesting that the

likelihood of partial terminations increased as credit

became larger relative to reversion. Thus, the evidence did

not support the hypothesis. In complete terminations, the

coefficient was negative but insignificant suggesting that

these firms were not significantly different from simple

settlement firms in terms of availability of credit.

Within the plan terminating group (type B and type C),

however, the coefficient for complete terminations was

negative and significant at the 0.01 level. This finding

suggests that the likelihood of complete terminations

decreased as expected, as credit lines became larger. That

is, when credit was restricted, the likelihood of complete
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termination increased. While these results have not been

disaggregated with respect to operating, investment and

financing cash flows, they appear consistent with prior

results. Partial terminating firms already face operating

and financial distress, therefore, the availability of

credit lines which would add to costly external financing to

a troubled financial structure may be of little benefit.

Conversely, firms that have viable investment opportunities

and limited investment funds (complete termination firms)

would appear to be more sensitive to availability of credit.

Additional Tests: Cost of Financing Reversions. Since the

supplementary analyses suggested that availability of credit

was not a significant factor at least in partial (type B)

terminations, additional tests were performed to try to

determine if the high cost of credit made availability of

credit lines insignificant. The variable REVRATIO used in

hypothesis testing proxied for the magnitude of credit but

did not capture the relative cost of credit.

The cost of credit lines has two components: (i) the

cost of maintaining the credit facility with the financing

institutions, involving either a commitment fee or a

compensating balance and (ii) the cost of borrowing on the

lines of credit (at short-term or lender's rate). The

commitment fee is usually specified either as a quarterly or

as an annual percentage. A review of financial statement

disclosures suggested that compensating balances were
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maintained at approximately five percent of available

credit. For a subsample of 76 firms disclosing the required

credit information in their financial statements, a new

variable DCFR (differential cost of financing reversion) was

computed as follows:

WITHFIN - WITHOUTF
DCFR WITHOUTF

where:

WITHFIN = Cost of maintaining and operating credit
facility assuming that an amount equivalent
to reversion was financed through available
unused credit

WITHOUTF = Cost of maintaining and operating credit
facility assuming that reversions were not
financed through available unused credit

DCFR = Differential Cost of Financing Reversion,
computed as the differential change in the
cost of credit due to financing reversion
through credit

The cost for WITHFIN was computed as follows:

Commitment fee indicated in the financial
statements (OR) Required amount of
compensating balance (as reduced by
after-tax reversion) at short-term interest
rates

Plus

Credit lines indicated in financials as
drawn plus after-tax reversion) at lender's
rates or average short-term rates specified
in the financials

The cost of WITHOUTF was computed in a similar manner based

on disclosed credit lines and compensating balance and/or

commitment fee particulars, ignoring the reversion.

Increasing values of DCFR represent higher costs of

financing reversion through credit. Results of
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supplementary analyses are reported in Table 12.

TABLE 12

Supplementary Analyses (Alternative Measure:
Overall Model)

MODEL EXPEC SIGN OF SIGNIFI
SIGN COEFFICIENT LEV

SS vs. PT & CT + + 0.0

MODE

SS v

DCFR -

CANCER
EL

'6

Supplementary Analyses (Alternative Measure: DCFR -
Pairwise Comparisons Based on Total Cash Flow)

L EXPEC. SIGN OF SIGNIFICANCE
SIGN COEFFICIENT LEVEL

s. PT + -.

SS vs. CT + +

PT vs. CT ? +

SS = Simple Settlements [Type A]
PT = Partial Terminations [Type B]
CT = Complete Terminations [Type C]

0.08

0.04

Results of the overall model (Table 12, Part A)

indicate that the coefficient in the overall model was

positive and significant at the 0.06 level. That is,

relative to simple settlements, the likelihood of partial

and complete terminations increased as expected with

increasing cost of financing reversion through credit.

Pairwise comparisons (Table 12, Part B) suggest that the

coefficient for complete terminations was positive and

significant, relative to both simple settlements

(significant at the 0.08 level) and partial terminations

(significant at the 0.04 level). These findings suggest

w .
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that the likelihood of complete terminations increased with

increasing cost of credit.

Between simple settlements and partial terminations,

however, an increasing cost of financing reversions did not

affect the likelihood of simple settlements any differently

than it affected partial terminations. A review of

financial statement disclosures revealed certain trends that

support the investment opportunities/ financial slack

explanation. Table 13 reports the findings. The evidence

suggests that more complete termination firms indicated they

were either discontinuing existing credit lines or

renegotiating credit terms, suggesting pension funds

provided a cheaper alternative to debt financing. More

complete termination firms had used some of their available

credit lines as of the balance sheet date, indicating

available investment opportunities.

TABLE 13

UNUSED CREDIT LINES - FOOTNOTE DISCLOSURES

SS (N=51) PT (N=58) CT (N=57)

Firms indicating that
they would discontinue
certain credit lines or
renegotiate credit terms 3(6%) 2(3%) 6(11%)

Firms indicating that they
had no current obligations
under existing lines of
credit (that is, all
available credit was
unused at balance sheet 8(16%) 13(23%) 5(9%)
date)
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Firms indicating that
additional credit lines
were available from
subsidiaries or
affiliated companies 18(35%) 15(26%) 7(12%)

29 30 18

Note: Firms having multiple indications were classified in
more than one category and to this extent the results may
have been overstated.

SS = Simple Settlements (Type A)
PT = Partial Terminations (Type B)
CT = Complete Terminations (Type C)

Results of Hypothesis 3 (Net Operating Losses)

I tested the hypothesis that the existence of net

operating losses increased the likelihood of partial (type

B) and complete (type C) terminations as a whole. The

hypothesis is restated below:

Among the three groups of firms (simple
settlement [Type A], partial termination
[Type B] and complete termination [Type C]),
the existence of net operating loss carry
forwards will increase the likelihood of
a settlement of Type B or Type C.

I classified all firms into NOL firms and non-NOL firms.

Results of Hypothesis Test. Table 14 reports the results of

the hypothesis test and pairwise comparisons based on

overall cash flows. NOL firms either reported net operating

loss carryforwards or indicated the existence of a net

operating loss in the year of simple (type A) settlement,

partial (type B) termination or complete (type C)

termination.
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TABLE 14

REGRESSION RESULTS: LOSSCODE

GENERAL PAIRWISE MODELS
VAR MODEL I I II III

E A S E A S E A S E A S

LOSSCODE + + .09 + + .07 + + .09 ? -

Notes:

1) The significance levels (S) are the actual levels of
significance obtained. E = expected sign. A = actual
sign.

2) GM I = Simple Settlements vs. Partial & Complete
Terminations

PW I = Simple Settlements vs. Partial Terminations
PW II = Simple Settlements vs. Complete Terminations
PW III = Partial Terminations vs. Complete Terminations

The results reported in Table 14 indicate that the

coefficient in the overall model (GM I) was positive and

significant at the 0.09 level. The likelihood of

terminations as a whole increased (relative to simple

settlements) with the existence of NOL carryforwards.

Hence, the hypothesis could not be rejected at the 0.09

level.

Results of Supplementary Analyses: Pairwise Comparisons.

Results of pairwise comparisons (Table 14) indicate that

relative to simple settlements the likelihood of partial

(type B) and complete (type C) terminations as a group

increased with NOL carryforwards, indicating an appropriate

grouping. The coefficient was positive and significant at

the 0.09 level in the general model (GM I), positive and

significant at the 0.07 level in PW I and positive and
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significant at the 0.09 level in PW II. NOL carryforwards

create incentives for firms to terminate to realize tax

benefits (increased cash flow) but either type of

termination appears to be acceptable. These findings

support prior research, net operating loss carryforwards

result in tax savings, making terminations even more

attractive: they also indicate that the new pension

standards have not had a significant impact on the type of

termination firms select.

Results of Tests of Hypothesis 4 (Plan Burden)

I tested the hypothesis that increasing levels of

benefit payments under defined benefit plans increased the

likelihood of partial (type B) and complete (type C)

terminations relative to simple (type A) settlements. The

hypothesis is restated below:

Among the three groups of firms (simple
settlement [Type A), partial termination
[Type B] and complete terminations [Type C]),
increasing levels of plan burden will
increase the likelihood of a settlement of
Type B or Type C.

The variable BURDNRAT (plan burden) is the ratio of benefit

payments made under all plans to the market value of assets

in all benefit plans before the settlement event.

Increasing values of BURDNRAT indicate rising overall plan

burden, and decreasing values of the variable indicate

decreasing overall plan burden. Research expectation was

that increasing plan burden will increase the likelihood of

partial (type B) and complete (type C) terminations relative
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to simple (type A) settlements.

Results of Hypothesis Test. Table 15 reports the results of

the hypothesis test and pairwise comparisons based on

overall cash flows. The results indicate that the

coefficient was positive and significant at the 0.10 level

in the overall cash flow model (Table 15). That is, as

benefit payments increased relative to plan assets, the

likelihood of plan terminations as a whole also increased.

Hence, the hypothesis could not be rejected at the 0.10

level.

TABLE 15

REGRESSION RESULTS: BURDNRAT (POINT ESTIMATES)

GENERAL PAIRWISE MODELS
VAR MODEL I I II III

E A S E A S E A S E A S

BURDNRAT + + .10 + + .. + + .06 ? + .01

Notes:

1) The significance levels (S) are the actual levels of
significance obtained. E = expected sign. A = actual
sign of the coefficient.

2) A question mark (?) in the EXP (expected sign) column
indicates that theory does not suggest a differential
impact between the sample categories.

3) GM I = Simple Settlements vs. Partial & Complete
Terminations

PW I = Simple Settlements vs. Partial Terminations
PW II = Simple Settlements vs. Complete Terminations
PW III = Partial Terminations vs. Complete Terminations

Supplementary Analyses: Pairwise Comparisons. Tests of

pairwise comparisons based on overall cash flows indicated

that the positive effect identified in the overall model was
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due to complete (type C) terminations and not due to partial

(type C) terminations (Table 15). There was no significant

effect between simple settlements and partial terminations.

In the case of complete terminations, however, the

coefficient was positive and significant at the 0.06 level

relative to simple settlements (PW II) and positive and

significant at the 0.01 level relative to partial

terminations (PW III). These results indicate that the

likelihood of complete terminations increased with rising

plan burden relative to both simple settlements and partial

terminations. Since complete terminations offer the

greatest possibility of reducing future obligations, it is

likely that many completed terminations resulted in switches

to non benefit plans.

Additional Tests of Differential Annual Changes in Plan

Burden. Since pairwise comparisons based on point estimates

(Table 15) did not suggest any significant effect between

simple settlements and partial terminations, additional

tests were performed to examine the trend in overall plan

burden over the most recent four-year period preceding plan

termination (type B or type C) or simple (type A)

settlement. For this period, differential annual changes in

plan burden were computed based on the methodology described

for hypothesis 1 (cash flow constraints). A negative change

in plan burden ratios between two consecutive years

indicates an decrease in plan burden and a positive change
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indicates an increase in plan burden. Research expectation

was that the coefficients would be positive for plan

terminations relative to simple settlements. That is, as

the trend in overall plan burden increased, the likelihood

of plan terminations (type B and type C) also would

increase. Trend line estimates of plan burden in the

overall model and pairwise comparisons (both based on total

cash flow) are reported in Table 16. The results reported

in Table 16 for trend line estimates were comparable to the

point estimate results reported in Table 15 with respect to

all plan terminating firms (type B and type C) and for

pairwise comparison II.

TABLE 16

SUPPLEMENTARY RESULTS: BURDNRAT (TREND ESTIMATES)

A) Supplementary Analyses (Alternative Measure: DCAPB
Differential Change in Annual Plan Burden

Based on Overall Cash Flows)

MODEL EXPEC. SIGN OF SIGNIFIC
SIGN COEFFICIENT LEVEL

SS vs. PT & CT + + 0.08

B) Pairwise Comparisons (Alternative Measure: DCAPB --
Differential Change in Annual Plan Burden

Based on Overall Cash Flow)

MODEL EXPEC. SIGN OF SIGNIFIC
SIGN COEFFICIENT LEVEL

SS vs. PT + 0.07

SS vs. CT +

PT vs. CT ?

SS = Simple Settlements
CT = Complete Terminations

+ 0.05

+ 0.02

PT = Partial Terminations
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Table 15 indicates that, with increasing plan burden (point

estimate), the likelihood of partial and complete

terminations as a group, as well as that of complete

terminations, increased. Equivalently, with an increasing

trend in the overall plan burden (Table 16), the likelihood

of terminations as a whole and of complete terminations

increased.

For partial terminations, however, the results changed.

The point estimates in Table 16 suggest that the coefficient

in PW I was insignificant. That is, plan burden did not

affect partial terminations any differently than it affected

simple settlements. However, trend estimates in plan burden

(Table 16) indicate that the likelihood of partial

terminations decreased (contrary to expectation), as plan

burden increased (Table 16). Therefore, the hypothesized

effect of trends in plan burden did not hold in the case of

partial (type B) terminations. One interpretation is that

plan assets grew faster relative to benefit payments in

partial terminating firms, creating larger excess assets and

greater incentives for reversions. The pairwise comparisons

using point estimates (Table 15) did not capture this

effect. The build-up of excess assets in partial

termination firms provides a plausible reason for partial

terminations, where a firm recaptures excess plan assets

while retaining employee goodwill since benefits do not

change. In other words, the build-up of excess assets may
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signal firms' efforts to overfund the plans, thereby

reducing risk to employees and making employees more

amenable to a partial termination. In the case of complete

termination firms, however, both point estimates (BURDNRAT)

and trend estimates (DCAPB) support the hypothesis that

increasing plan burden increases the likelihood of a

complete (type C) termination.

Results of Tests of Hypothesis 5 (Bond Covenant Violations)

I tested the hypothesis that bond covenant violations

increased the likelihood of plan terminations as a whole

(type B and type C) relative to simple (type A) settlements.

The hypothesis is restated below:

Among the three groups of firms (simple
settlement [Type A], partial termination
[Type B] and complete termination [Type C]),
the presence of bond covenant violations
will increase the likelihood of a settlement
of Type B or Type C.

I used three criteria to identify firms that were in

violation of their debt covenants: (i) there was a statement

in the financial statement footnotes that the firm was in

violation of at least some debt covenants or (ii) there was

a statement in the financial statement footnotes that the

firm was prevented from paying dividends due to failure to

maintain certain financial ratios or (iii) the Standard and

Poor Bond Rating Guide indicated that the firm was currently

in default of interest payments on its obligations. Firms

meeting any one of these three criteria were classified as

firms in violation of their debt covenants.
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Results of Hypothesis Test. Table 17 reports the results of

the hypothesis test and pairwise comparisons based on

overall cash flow.

TABLE 17

REGRESSION RESULTS: DEBTCODE

GENERAL PAIRWISE MODELS
VAR MODEL I I II III

E A S E A S E A S E A S

DEBTCODE + + .03 + + .05 + + .08 ? +

Notes:

1) Where theory does not suggest a differential impact,
the expected sign is indicated by a "?".

2) The significance levels (S) are the actual levels of
significance obtained. E = expected sign. A = actual
sign of the coefficient.

3) GM I = Simple Settlements vs. Partial & Complete
Terminations

PW I = Simple Settlements vs. Partial Terminations
PW II = Simple Settlements vs. Complete Terminations
PW III = Partial Terminations vs. Complete Terminations

The findings reported in Table 17 indicate that the

coefficient was positive and significant at the 0.03 level

in the overall model (GM I). That is, bond covenant

violations increased the likelihood of plan terminations as

a whole (type B and type C). Therefore, the hypothesis

could not be rejected at the 0.03 level. Thomas [1988a]

found that plan terminating firms used the proceeds from

reversion, among other purposes, to redeem debt. Therefore,

bond covenant violations might have been indicative of the

debt burden in such plan terminating firms.
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Supplementary Analyses: Pairwise Comparisons. Table 17 also

reports the results of pairwise comparisons based on overall

cash flows. The results indicate that the coefficient was

positive as expected and significant at the 0.05 level in PW

I. The likelihood of partial (type B) terminations

increased relative to simple settlements, as covenant

violations increased. In pairwise comparison II (PW II),

the coefficient was positive and significant at the 0.08

level. Hence, the likelihood of complete (type C)

terminations increased as expected, relative to simple

settlements. However, the coefficient was insignificant in

pairwise comparison III (PW III), suggesting that covenant

violations did not affect the likelihood of complete (type

C) terminations any differently than they affected partial

(type B) terminations. Overall, the results supported the

hypothesized effect of bond covenant violations on plan

terminations compared with simple settlements. However,

there was no significant difference between partial and

complete terminations.

Net Operating Loss Carryforwards and Covenant Violations.

As additional analyses, I examined firms that reported both

covenant violations and net operating loss carryforwards.

Table 18 summarizes data on firms reporting net operating

losses and debt covenant violations. Complete termination

firms had the greatest number of covenant violations and

simple settlements had the lowest.
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Non-NOL
NOL Fir

Non-NOL
NOL Fir

TABLE 18

NET OPERATING LOSSES AND COVENANT VIOLATIONS

SIMPLE SETTLEMENT FIRMS

No Covenant Covenant
Violations Violations

Firms 39 2
ms 7 3

46 5

PARTIAL TERMINATION FIRMS

No Covenant Covenant
Violations Violations

Firms 39 1
Ms 13 5

52 6

COMPLETE TERMINATION FIRMS

No Covenant Covenant
Violations Violation!

Non-NOL Firms
NOL Firms

34
12

46

S

1
10

11

On average, fewer simple settlement firms (20%) and partial

termination firms (31%) reported net operating losses

compared with complete termination firms (39%). The

percentage of firms reporting debt covenant violations was

28% for partial termination firms and 45% for complete

termination firms. Within each category, the percentage of

firms reporting both covenant violations and NOLs

was highest for complete termination firms (18%), and lower
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for partial termination firms (9%) and simple settlement

firms (6%). The evidence suggests that the incidence of

NOLs and bond covenant violations was generally higher for

complete termination firms than for partial termination and

simple settlement firms.

Results of Tests of Hypothesis 6 (Settlement Rates)

I tested the hypothesis that higher firm discount

(settlement) rates increased the likelihood of both types of

plan terminations (type B and type C). The hypothesis is

restated below:

Among the three groups of firms (simple
settlement [Type A], partial termination
[Type B], and complete termination [Type C]),
higher firm discount rates will increase the
likelihood of a settlement of Type B or Type C.

I used the discount rates reported by firms immediately

prior to the time of simple (type A) settlement, partial

(type B) termination or complete (type C) termination,

standardized by average industry discount rates.

Results of Hypothesis Test. Table 19 reports the results of

the hypothesis test and pairwise comparisons based on

overall cash flows.

TABLE 19

REGRESSION RESULTS: DISCOUNT

GENERAL PAIRWISE MODELS
VAR MODEL I I II III

E A S E A S E A S E A S

DISCOUNT + - .. + - .. + + .02 ? + 0.
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Notes:

1) Where theory does not suggest a differential impact,
the expected sign is indicated by a "?".

2) The significance levels are the actual levels of

significance obtained.

3) GM I = Simple Settlements vs. Partial & Complete
Terminations

PW I = Simple Settlements vs. Partial Terminations
PW II = Simple Settlements vs. Complete Terminations
PW III = Partial Terminations vs. Complete Terminations

The results of the overall model (Table 19) do not support

the hypothesis that higher firm discount rates increased the

likelihood of partial (type B) and complete (type C)

terminations. The coefficient was insignificant at the 0.10

level in the general model indicating that the settlement

rates used by the firms did not affect the likelihood of

plan terminations any differently than they affected simple

settlements. Hence, the hypothesis was rejected at

conventional significance levels.

Supplementary Analyses: Pairwise Comparisons. Pairwise

comparisons of sample firms revealed a significant effect

between simple settlements and complete terminations at the

0.02 level (Table 19, PW II). The coefficient was positive

and significant at the 0.02 level. The likelihood of

complete terminations (relative to simple settlements)

increased with higher discount (settlement) rates. The

coefficient was insignificant in other pairwise comparisons.

Therefore, there were no significant differences between

simple settlement and partial termination firms or between
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partial and complete termination firms.

Results of Tests of Hypothesis 7 (Unions)

I tested the hypothesis that a higher degree of

unionization decreased the likelihood of complete (type C)

terminations relative to the group of simple (type A)

settlements and partial (type B) terminations. Since simple

settlements and partial terminations do not on average

involve employee benefit losses, the degree of unionization

was hypothesized to affect only complete (type C)

terminations. The hypothesis is restated

below:

Among the three groups of firms (simple
settlement [Type A], partial termination
[Type B] and complete termination [Type C]),
increasing union coverage will decrease the
likelihood of a settlement of type C.

The variable EMPRATIO measures the extent of union coverage

and is the ratio of union employees to total employees in

the firm. Increasing values of the variable indicate

increasing levels of unionization and vice versa.

Results of Hypothesis Test. Table 20 reports the results of

the hypothesis test and pairwise comparisons based on

overall cash flows.

TABLE 20

REGRESSION RESULTS: EMPRATIO

VAR GENERAL PAIRWISE MODELS
MODEL III I II III

E A S E A S E A S E A S

EMPRATIO - - .. ? + .. - + .. - - .02
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Notes:

1) Where theory does not suggest a differential impact, the
expected sign is indicated by a "?".

2) The significance levels (S) are the actual levels of
significance obtained. E = expected sign. A = actual
sign of the coefficient.

3) GM III = Simple Settlements and Partial Terminations
vs. Complete Terminations

PW I = Simple Settlements vs. Partial Terminations
PW II = Simple Settlements vs. Complete Terminations
PW III = Partial Terminations vs. Complete Terminations

The results indicate that the variable was not significant

in the overall model (GM III). The degree of unionization

did not affect the likelihood of complete (type C)

terminations any differently than it affected the likelihood

of simple (type A) settlements and partial (type B)

terminations as a group. Hence, the hypothesis was

rejected at conventional significance levels.

Supplementary Analyses: Pairwise Comparisons. Pairwise

comparison III (Table 20) indicates that increasing

unionization decreased the likelihood of complete (type C)

terminations relative to partial (type B) terminations. The

coefficient was negative and significant at the 0.02 level.

Therefore, partial termination appears to be a preferred

solution in union firms. No significant effects were,

however, detected in pairwise comparisons I and II. Thus,

union coverage did not affect the likelihood of settlement

outcome between (i) simple settlements and partial
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terminations and (ii) simple settlements and complete

terminations.

The results of pairwise comparisons suggest that the

overall model (GM III) masked significant effects between

partial (type B) and complete (type C) terminations that

were detected in pairwise comparison III (Table 20).

Results of pairwise comparison III indicate that increasing

union coverage decreased the likelihood of complete

terminations relative to partial terminations. This finding

is consistent with research expectation. Since there were

no significant effects between simple (type A) settlements

and the termination categories (type B and type C) as a

group, the grouping of simple settlements and partial (type

B) terminations in the overall model may have masked

significant effects within the plan terminating group.

The results of pairwise comparison II (Table 20)

indicate that the coefficient was insignificant, suggesting

that the extent of union coverage did not affect the

likelihood of complete (type C) terminations any differently

than it affected simple settlements. Research expectation

was that increasing union coverage would decrease the

likelihood of complete terminations. The coefficient was,

however, positive but insignificant. This finding is not

consistent with the research expectation. Likewise, in

pairwise model I (Table 20), the coefficient was positive

but insignificant. Overall, the findings in pairwise
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comparisons I and II suggest that partial (type B) or

complete (type C) terminations seem to be the preferred

solution compared with simple (type A) settlements in union

firms.

If partial (type B) termination firms showed no

evidence of increasing plan burden (Tables 15 and 16) but

had to terminate their overfunded plans solely for

withdrawing excess assets, then, unions might favor a

partial termination, expecting adequate funding subsequent

to partial termination. However, theory does not explain

why unions might prefer a complete termination to a simple

settlement.

Since I examined unions at the firm level, it is

possible that the significant union effect found by prior

research was not detected in the overall comparison (GM

III). In-Mu Haw, Ruland and Hamdallah [1988] found that

unions were a significant factor in plan terminations. They

examined overfunded plan terminations at the plan level and

concluded that unions were a deterrent to plan terminations.

If, however, unions plans are more likely to be underfunded

than overfunded (Ippolito [19851), then, management will

have little incentive to terminate such plans. The more

important implication is that the overfunded plans selected

by In-Mu Haw, Ruland and Hamdallah [1988] were more likely

to be non-union plans and their results could have been

affected by a self selection bias.
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There is another plausible reason why a significant

effect was not found in three out of four comparisons.

Mitchell and Luzadis [19883 found that the effect of unions

did not spill over to non-unions plans even within the same

firm. That is, the presence of unions in the firm might not

have deterred management from selectively terminating

overfunded, non-union plans within the firm. In the absence

of information about the groups covered in terminated plans,

union variables, whether at the plan level or at the firm

level, may not adequately capture the role of unions in plan

terminations.

Results of Tests of Hypothesis 8 (Future Salary Levels)

I tested the hypothesis that higher future salary

levels (relative to projected benefit obligation) increased

the likelihood of complete terminations. The hypothesis is

restated below:

Among the three groups of firms (simple
settlement [type A], partial termination
[type B] and complete termination [type C]),
larger proportions of future salary component
will increase the likelihood of a settlement
of type C.

Stone and Ingram [1988] found that, in overfunded plans, the

future salary component averages about 16% of projected

benefit obligation and about 12.2% of plan assets [p. 60].

Firms instituting a contribution/ other replacement plan can

remove all of the future salary component from their books

and recognize an equivalent amount as curtailment gain

(before offset by any unrecognized prior service cost).
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From the employees' view point, the salary component so

removed represents a capital loss. Under the deferred

compensation theory, complete terminations may thus provide

management with an opportunity to renege on an implicit

contract. A finding that higher proportions of future

salary increased the likelihood of complete (type C)

terminations may suggest that employees face significantly

higher capital losses in such terminations. Since simple

settlements and partial terminations do not reduce

employees' future salary increases, the overall model (GM

III) combined simple settlement firms and partial

termination firms and compared this group with complete

termination firms.

Results of Hypothesis Test. Table 21 reports the results of

the hypothesis test and pairwise comparisons based on

overall cash flows.

TABLE 21

REGRESSION RESULTS: SALRATIO

GENERAL PAIRWISE MODELS
MODEL III I II

E A S E A S E A S

VAR

E

III

A

SALRATIO + - .. ? + .. + + .02 + -

Notes:

1) Where theory does not suggest a differential impact, t
expected sign is indicated by a "?".

2) The significance levels (S) are the actual levels of
significance obtained. E = expected sign. A = actual
sign of the coefficient.

S

he
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3) GM III = Simple Settlements and Partial Terminations
vs. Complete Terminations

PW I = Simple Settlements vs. Partial Terminations

PW II = Simple Settlements vs. Complete Terminations
PW III = Partial Terminations vs. Complete Terminations

I operationalized the variable SALRATIO as the ratio of

estimated future salary increases to projected benefit

obligation of the firm. I hypothesized that higher levels

of projected future salary would increase the likelihood of

complete (type C) terminations. The findings indicate that

the variable was insignificant in the overall model (GM

III). Thus, future salary increases had no significant

impact on the likelihood of complete terminations compared

with the group of simple settlements and partial termination

firms. The hypothesis was therefore rejected at

conventional significance levels.

Supplementary Analyses: Pairwise Comparisons. Tests of

pairwise comparison II (Table 21) indicate that the

likelihood of complete terminations increased (relative to

simple settlements) with higher levels of future salary

increases. No significant effects were however detected in

other pairwise comparisons. In particular, no significant

effects were found within the plan terminating group. The

findings in Table 21 above suggest that higher futury salary

levels increased the likelihood of complete terminations

relative to simple settlements, resulting in a capital loss

to employees. However, the findings in Table 20 indicate

that there were no significant union effects in pairwise
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comparison II, suggesting that the presence of unions did

not (as would be expected) decrease the likelihood of

complete (type C) terminations. To this extent, any

observed trend toward complete terminations would be of

concern to employees. As Mitchell [1988] found, the non-

availability of pension information, particularly of future

salary accrual patterns in complete termination firms, to

employees in those firms may be one reason why unions remain

indifferent between simple settlements and complete

terminations. Since firms are likely to decide between

simple settlements and plan terminations as a first step and

then decide on the type of replacement plan as a subset of

the overall decision to terminate, it is unlikely that firms

would have considered simple settlements as a direct

alternative to complete terminations. However, to the

extent that simple settlements provided an alternative to

complete terminations, the new pension standards may have

helped reduce some of employees' capital losses.

Results of Tests of Hypothesis 9 (Executive

Compensation)

I tested the hypothesis that earnings-based executive

compensation schemes had a significant impact on the

likelihood of settlement type. Based on the magnitude of

FAS88 gain/loss potential in each type of settlement

decision (Table 1, p. 6), I hypothesized (i) a greater

likelihood of partial (type B) termination firms relative to
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simple settlements and (ii) a greater likelihood of complete

(type C) termination firms relative to partial termination

firms. The hypothesis is restated below:

Among the three groups of firms (simple
settlement [Type A], partial termination
[Type B] and complete termination [Type C]),
earnings-based executive compensation
contracts will increase the likelihood of
a settlement of type C.

Research expectation was that earnings-based compensation

schemes were more likely to be found in partial termination

firms relative to simple settlement firms and more likely to

be found in complete termination firms relative to partial

termination firms. Table 22 reports the results of the

pairwise comparisons based on overall cash flows.

TABLE 22

REGRESSION RESULTS: COMPCODE

VAR GENERAL PAIRWISE MODELS
MODEL I I II III

E A S E A S E A S E A S

COMPCODE + + .. + + .. + - .. + -

Notes:

1) Where theory does not suggest a differential impact, the

expected sign is indicated by a "?".

2) The significance levels (S) are the actual levels of
significance obtained. E = expected sign. A = actual
sign of the coefficient.

3) GM III Simple Settlements and Partial Terminations
vs. Complete Terminations

PW I = Simple Settlements vs. Partial Terminations
PW II = Simple Settlements vs. Complete Terminations
PW III = Partial Terminations vs. Complete Terminations
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No significant effects were detected in any of the pairwise

comparisons. Hence, the hypothesis was rejected at

conventional levels of significance. Additional tests were

performed to determine if executive bonuses had a

significant impact on firms' settlement decisions. Relevant

information was obtained from the cash compensation schedule

reported in the proxy statements. Evidence however did not

reveal any significant effects.

To test the competing hypothesis that bonus formulas

would be adjusted for simple settlement gains/losses that

had no cash flow effect [Abdel-Khalik et al, 1987], the

variable was examined in Group Model I comparing simple

settlements and plan terminations. Results of regression

analysis suggest that the variable was insignificant at

conventional levels of significance. Hence, evidence does

not support the hypothesis that firms excluded, from bonus

computations, gains/losses that did not have a cash flow

effect.

Results of Tests of Hypothesis 10 (SFAS88

Gain/Loss Impact)

I tested the hypothesis that the magnitude of

recognized SFAS88 gains/losses had a significant impact on

the type of pension plan settlement. I hypothesized that

the impact would be greater for (i) partial terminations

relative to complete terminations and (ii) simple

settlements relative to partial terminations. The
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hypothesis is restated below:

Among the three groups of firms (simple
settlement [Type A], partial termination
[Type B] and complete termination [Type C]),
recognized SFAS88 gains will increase the
the likelihood of a settlement of type A or
of type B.

By grouping simple (type A) settlements and partial (type B)

terminations in General Model III, I also tested to see if

the gains/losses recognized by firms had made these options

more attractive relative to complete (type C) terminations.

Results of Hypothesis Test. Table 23 reports the findings.

TABLE 23

REGRESSION RESULTS: GAINRATE

VAR GENERAL PAIRWISE MODELS
MODEL I I II III

E A S E A S E A S E A S

GAINRATE - - .. - + .. - -

Notes:

1) Where theory does not suggest a differential impact, the

expected sign is indicated by a "?".

2) The significance levels (S) are the actual levels of
significance obtained. E = expected sign. A = actual
sign of the coefficient.

3) GM III = Simple Settlements and Partial Terminations
vs. Complete Terminations

PW I Simple Settlements vs. Partial Terminations
PW II = Simple Settlements vs. Complete Terminations
PW III = Partial Terminations vs. Complete Terminations

The findings reported in Table 23 indicate that there were

no significant differential effects in any of the pairwise

comparisons or in the general model. The absence of

significant effects in GM-III suggests that the gains and
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losses recognized by firms had no significant impact on the

likelihood of their settlement decisions. Hence, the new

pension standards did not provide sufficient financial

reporting incentives to make simple settlements and partial

terminations more attractive relative to complete

terminations. The same conclusion holds also for the three

pairwise comparisons. Thus, the magnitude of recognized

SFAS88 gains/losses had no significant impact on the

likelihood of firms' settlement decisions.

The absence of significant effects in the logistic

regressions may be due to any of the following reasons:

(i) To the extent that firms recognized a cumulative
effect of an accounting change upon plan
termination, the SFAS88 gains/losses would not
have been reflected in results of continuing
operations;

(ii) To the extent that recognized gains/losses were
related to segment disposition (discontinued
operations), such gains and losses would not have
been included in the results of continuing
operations;

(iii) In the case of complete terminations, potential
curtailment gains could have been offset by the
recognition of unrecognized prior service cost and
to this extent, the impact of recognized
gains/losses would have been dampened.

Additional Tests of Transition Elements. I performed

additional tests to examine the amounts of reported

transition asset/ obligations, unrecognized prior service

cost and unrecognized (actuarial) gains and losses. The

objective was to determine why the hypothesized gain effect

was not detected in the pairwise comparisons or in the
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overall model (GM III). The major findings are reported

below. Details are not reported here.

The evidence with respect to unrecognized prior service

cost was inconsistent with a priori expectations. I

expected that complete (type C) termination firms would

report the smallest prior service cost, since they would be

required to offset all such cost against other termination

gains. I also expected that simple settlement and partial

termination firms would report relativley larger prior

service cost, since they need not offset any part of such

prior service cost against other settlement or partial

termination gains. Therefore, a priori expectation was that

firms reporting large prior service costs would have found

simple settlements or partial terminations more attractive

compared with complete (type C) terminations.

The evidence indicated that the percentage of firms

reporting unrecognized prior service cost was fairly

consistent for each of the three sample categories.

Approximately, two-thirds of the firms in each category did

not report any prior service costs. However, as a

percentage of projected benefit obligation, complete (type

C) terminations reported the largest prior service cost,

simple settlement firms reported the second largest prior

service cost, and partial termination firms reported the

smallest prior service cost. The evidence was therefore

mixed with respect to unrecognized prior service cost.
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The evidence with respect to reported (actuarial) gains

and losses was also inconsistent with a priori expectations.

Since firms are required to recognize any existing

unrecognized (actuarial) gains and losses regardless of the

type of settlement effected, I did not expect any

significant differences in such gains and losses across

sample categories. However, the evidence indicated that

simple settlement firms reported (as a percentage of

projected benefit obligation) the lowest amount of

unrecognized (actuarial) gains. Further, a higher

percentage of these firms (33%) reported unrecognized

(actuarial) losses compared with partial (type B)

termination firms (26%) and complete (type C) termination

firms (26%). Since firms are required to recognize any

existing actuarial gains or losses regardless of the type of

pension settlement effected, the simple settlement firms in

the sample would have recognized greater actuarial losses

than expected. The effect could have been to dampen the

impact of reported (overall) gains for this group.

The evidence was inconsistent also with respect to

reported transition assets and obligations. Since complete

(type C) termination firms settle the entire projected

benefit obligation on plan termination, these firms also

recognize the entire transition asset (or obligation) as

reported gains (or losses). Therefore, I expected that

firms with the largest transition assets would also opt for
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complete (type C) terminations. However, the findings

suggest that partial termination firms reported the highest

average transition amounts followed by complete termination

firms and simple settlement firms. Therefore, the evidence

did not support my a priori expectations regarding reported

transition assets and obligations. Overall, the evidence

did not bear out my a priori expectations with respect to

the relationship between settlement types and the magnitudes

of transition gain/loss components. 24 Partial termination

firms reported the largest amount of transition net gains

and simple settlement firms reported the smallest transition

net gains. 25 Further, evidence was also mixed with respect

to the individual gain/loss components as explained above,

possibly resulting in offsetting effects among the sample

firms. Additional tests on the actual year of adoption

(relative to the first year a firm could have adopted

FAS87/FAS88) did not reveal any systematic differences with

respect to actual years of adoption and the types of pension

settlement effected.26 Evidence therefore did not support

24Appendix A provides a detailed discussion of research
expectations with respect to transition elements.

25The transition net gain is the total of transition asset
(or obligation), unrecognized prior service cost and unrecognized
(actuarial) gains (or losses). This net gain was standardized by
the projected benefit obligation.

261 examined the sample categories to determine if firms
with the largest gain/loss potential (complete termination firms)
also opted systematically for early adoption. Non-parametric
tests on the actual year of adoption and the earliest year a firm
could have early adopted SFAS88 did not reveal any significant
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the proposition that firms reporting SFAS88 events had also

early-adopted SFAS87/88 on a systematic basis to achieve the

desired financial reporting objectives. Further tests were

performed to determine if differences in accounting policies

related to depreciation and inventory valuation methods had

an impact on reported results of continued operations but no

significant effects were detected.

To the extent that (i) simple settlements and partial

terminations together could be considered an alternative to

complete terminations and (ii) simple settlements by

themselves could be considered an alternative to partial

terminations, the findings suggest that the gain provisions

did not provide sufficient incentive for the alternatives.

However, to the extent accounting considerations should not

motivate economic behavior, the evidence suggests that gain

considerations had no significant impact on firms'

replacement plan decisions.

Joint Tests of Hypotheses

I used three subsets of hypotheses to examine the

relationship between firm characteristics and types of

pension settlement. These subsets were based (i) on common

reversion (cash flow) effects, (ii) changes in overall

pension obligation resulting from the pension settlement and

(iii) the impact of recognized SFAS88 gains and losses. I

performed joint tests of the hypotheses to determine if each

effects at conventional significance levels.
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subset had significant explanatory power. A priori

expectations are summarized in Table 24.

TABLE 24

JOINT TESTS OF HYPOTHESES - EXPECTATIONS

MODEL GROUPS COMPARED EXPECTED EXPLANATORY
POWER IN SUBSET OF

HYPOTHESES

REVERSION EMPLOYEE GA
RELATED RELATED RE

IN
LATED

GM I SS vs. PT & CT Sig NA Sig

GM III CT vs. SS & PT NA Sig Sig

PW I SS vs. PT Sig NA Sig

PW II SS vs. CT Sig Sig Sig

PW III PT vs. CT NA Sig Sig

PW = Pairwise Model
GM = General Model
SS = Simple Settlements
PT = Partial Terminations
CT = Complete Terminations

SIG = Variable expected to be significant at the 0.05 or
0.10 level.

NA = Variable not expected to be significant at levels
specified above.

General Model I and Pairwise Models I and II were based on

categories of firms that were hypothesized to have

significant cash flow differences between them. Therefore,

the reversion variables were expected to be jointly

significant in these models. General Model III was based on

employee effects and Pairwise Model III compared partial

(type B) with complete (type C) terminations. Hence, the

employee variables were expected to be significant in
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General Model III and Pairwise Models II and III. Gain

variables were expected to be significant in all five models

since a significant impact was hypothesized between (i)

simple settlements and partial terminations, (ii) partial

and complete terminations and also (iii) simple settlements

and complete terminations. The joint test of each set of

hypotheses was based on all the independent variables

comprising that subset, regardless of whether the variables

were determined to be individually significant or not. For

each set of hypotheses, the test statistic (SIG) indicates

how well the current model performed relative to a base

model with only an intercept term and no independent

variables. This is the test of the joint significance of

all the independent variables in the respective subsets.

The null hypothesis is that the current model did not

perform significantly better than the base model. Rejection

of the null leads to the conclusion that the current model

performed significantly better than the base model and hence

the independent variables in the respective subsets were

jointly significant. Table 25 reports the results of the

joint tests. The findings reported in Table 25 suggest that

the reversion-related variables were jointly significant in

all the five models at the 0.01 level. That is, there were

significant cash flow effects in all the five comparisons.

In particular, the significant effect detected in PW-III

comparing partial and complete terminations suggests that
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contrary to a priori expectation there were significant

differences between these two termination categories.

TABLE 25

RESULTS OF JOINT TESTS OF HYPOTHESES

---- GROUP MODELS----I |----PAIRWISE MODELS----'

GM I GMIII PW I PW II PW III

CHI SIG CHI SIG CHI SIG CHI SIG CHI SIG

R: 31.3 .01 27.6 .01 38.6 .01 29.1 .01 35.6 .01

E: 1.6 .. 1.4 .. 4.2 .. 7.6 .02 5.7 .06

G: 1.1 .. 3.3 .. 2.4 .. 2.7 .. 1.4 ..

GM I = General Model I, comparing simple settlements
with plan terminations (type B and type C)
as a group based on reversion effect

GM III = General Model III, comparing complete
terminations with the group of simple
settlements and partial terminations based
on employee effects

PW I = Pairwise Comparison Model, comparing
simple settlements with partial terminations

PW II = Pairwise Comparison Model, comparing simple
settlements with complete terminations

PW III = Pairwise Comparison Model, comparing partial
terminations with complete terminations

SIG = Test statistic of the null that current
model does not differ significantly from
the base model with only an intercept.
This is the joint test of each subset of
hypotheses. Rejection of the null
leads to the conclusion that the subset
of variables has significant explanatory
power at the significance level specified.

CHI = Model Chi-Square

R = reversion-related independent variables
E = employee-related independent variables
G = gain-related independent variables
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Employee variables were jointly insignificant at

conventional levels in both general models and in pairwise

model I (Table 25, row 2). Hence, the evidence did not

support GM-III that was based on expected changes in

employees' deferred compensation between complete (type C)

terminations and the group of simple settlements and partial

(type B) terminations. The absence of any significant

effects in GM-III suggests that complete termination

decisions were probably not motivated by employee

considerations identified in this research. The employee

variables were however jointly significant in PW-II (0.02)

and PW-III (0.06) suggesting that there were in fact

significant differences in employee characteristics in both

pairwise comparisons, even though none were hypothesized

between simple settlement and partial (type B) termination

firms (PW I).

The gain variables were jointly insignificant in all

the comparisons. The gain-related variables were therefore

individually and jointly insignificant in all the five

comparisons, suggesting that gain reporting considerations

had no significant impact on firms' settlement decisions.

Overall, the evidence suggests that cash flow variables were

jointly significant in all comparisons, that employee

variables had significant explanatory power in models PW II

and PW III but that the gain variables were insignificant in

all five models.
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Model Evaluation

This section evaluates model performance. Tables 26

through 31 present statistics on model performance. For

each model, two evaluative criteria are provided: (i) a

matrix of overall classification rates for the model and

(ii) a histogram of predicted probabilities of observed

groups. Research conclusions follow the model evaluation.

Classification Rates in the Final and Base Models

The discussion on model performance presents a

classification table for each model evaluated. The table

identifies two groups of firms: (i) the target group and

(ii) combined group (CF) for each model. In a logistic

regression, the CF group is defined as follows: (a) if there

is grouping of categories involved, as in GM-I and GM-III,

the CF group is the combined categories; and (b) if there is

no grouping involved, as in the pairwise comparisons, the

category that has more observations is treated as the CF

group. This distinction is important in evaluating the

models, since the percentage of the CF group determines the

base model prediction rate. Table 26 identifies the target

and the CF groups for each model, the number of firms in

each category, and the base model prediction rate. The base

model has only an intercept term and no independent

variables in it. Under the methodology, the base model

would have classified (even without any independent

variables) all the CF firms in each model correctly and none
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of the target group correctly.

TABLE 26

BASE MODEL PREDICTION RATES

MODEL Target Firms in CF Firms in Base Model
Group Target Group CF Group Pred. Rate(%)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

GROUP Target CF
MODEL

I SS 51 PT&CT 115 0 69%

II PT 58 SS&CT model failure

III CT 57 SS&PT 109 0 65%

166

PAIRWISE COMPARISONS

PW-I SS 51 PT 58 0 53%

PW-II SS 51 CT 57 0 53%

PW-III CT 57 PT 58 0 50%

SS = Simple Settlements [Type A]
PT = Partial Terminations [Type B]
CT = Complete Terminations [Type C]

CF = Combined Firms for Each Model if grouping
is involved or the category with more
observations, if pairwise model

PW-I = Pairwise (simple settlements v. partial
terminationns)

PW-II = Pairwise (simple settlements v. complete
terminations)

PW-III = Pairwise (partial v. complete terminations)

Note: The prediction rates of the base model
(column 7) were computed as:
(Col. 5) / (Col. 3 + Col.5)

That is, even without any independent variables, GM-I would
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have been correct 69% of the times, and GM- III would have

been correct 65% of the times. However, the base model in

each case would have predicted none of the target group

correctly. Hence, the predictive accuracy of the target

group in each model is due to the independent variables

(over and above the target group's base model rate of 0%).

The prediction rates of the final model (as indicated in the

classification table for each model) reflect therefore a

change between the base model's prediction rates and a

trade-off between the prediction rates for the target and CF

groups in the final model.

Overall Model Evaluation

All the five models reported in this section performed

significantly better than the base model at the 0.10

significance level. GM-I, comparing simple settlements with

plan terminations as a group classified about 41% of simple

settlements and about 89% of plan terminations correctly

(Table 27). GM-III classified about 40% of complete

terminations correctly and about 89% of the combined group

of simple settlements and partial terminations (Table 28).

As discussed elsewhere in this research, GM-II (comparing

partial terminations with the group of simple settlements

and complete terminations) did not perform significantly

better than the base model at conventional significance

levels and hence failed. Detailed results are not reported

here. Overall, pairwise models (Tables 29, 30 and 31)
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seemed to perform better than group models (GM-I and

GM-III). Average classification rate was about 75% across

the pairwise models. Each of the three pairwise models

classified both the target and the comparison (base) group

equally well, even though some marginal changes were

observed in classification rates within each model. The

goodness of fit statistic indicates that PW-III had the best

fit among the three models, followed by PW-II and PW-I in

that order.

The conclusions emerging from model evaluation confirm

earlier findings. The three categories of firms examined in

this research, namely, simple (type A) settlements, partial

(type B) terminations and complete (type C) terminations

appeared to be sufficiently dissimilar from one another to

warrant separate analyses. Combining any two groups seemed

to reduce model fit and predictive accuracy. Hence, the

evidence did not fully support grouping firms based on

common reversion and employee effects.
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TABLE 27

SIMPLE SETTLEMENTS vs. TERMINATIONS

OVERALL CASH FLOW MODEL

MODEL STATISTICS

Chi-Square df Significance

Goodness of Fit 152.461 158 .6094

CLASSIFICATION TABLE FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE

Obser
.0

1.

CODING:

0 = SIMPLE SETTLEMENT FIRMS
1 = PARTIAL AND COMPLETE TERMINATIONS

Predicted
.00 1.00 Percent Cori

0 1 1
ved +-----------------+
0 0 1 21 I 30 1 41.18%

+-----------------
00 1 I 13 I 102 I 88.70%

-----------------
Overall 74.10%

rect
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SIMPLE SETTLEMENTS vs. PLAN TERMINATION FIRMS

Observed Groups and Predicted Probabilities:

Histogram
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TABLE 28

SIMPLE SETTLEMENTS AND PARTIAL TERMINATIONS
vs. COMPLETE TERMINATIONS

OVERALL CASH FLOW MODEL

MODEL STATISTICS

Chi-Square df Significance

Goodness of Fit 185.104 162 .1232

CLASSIFICATION TABLE FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE

CODING:

0 = SIMPLE SETTLEMENT AND
1 COMPLETE TERMINATIONS

PARTIAL TERMINATIONS

Observed
.00

1.00

PREDICTED
.00 1.00

0 1 1
+-----------------+

Percent Correct

0 I 97 I 12 1 88.99%
+-----------------

1 I 34 I 23 I 40.35%
-----------------

Overall 72.29%
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SIMPLE SETTLEMENTS AND PARTIAL TERMINATIONS
vs.

COMPLETE TERMINATIONS

Observed Groups and Predicted Probabilities:

Histogram
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TABLE 29

SIMPLE SETTLEMENTS vs. PARTIAL TERMINATIONS

OVERALL CASH FLOW MODEL

MODEL STATISTICS

Chi-Square df Significance

Goodness of Fit 107.196 101

CLASSIFICATION TABLE FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE

CODING:

0 = SIMPLE SETTLEMENT FIRMS
1 = PARTIAL TERMINATIONS

Predicted
.00 1.00

0 1 1
Observed +-----------------+

.00 0 I 40 I 11 I
+-----------------+

1.00 1 1 14 1 44 I
-----------------

Overall

Percent Correct

78.43%

75.86%

77.06%

.3177
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SIMPLE SETTLEMENTS vs. PARTIAL TERMINATIONS

Observed Groups and Predicted Probabilities:

Histogram
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TABLE 30

SIMPLE SETTLEMENTS vs. COMPLETE TERMINATIONS

OVERALL CASH FLOW MODEL

CODING:

0 = SIMPLE SETTLEMENT FIRMS
1 = COMPLETE TERMINATIONS

MODEL STATISTICS

Chi-Square df Significance

Goodness of Fit 100.586 100

CLASSIFICATION TABLE FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE

Predicted

Observed
.00

1.00

.00
01

1.00
1

Percent Correct

+-----------------+
0 I 39 I 12 I 76.47%

1 1 15 1 42 1 73.68%
-----------------

Overall 75.00%

.4647
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SIMPLE SETTLEMENTS vs. COMPLETE TERMINATIONS

Observed Groups and Predicted Probabilities:

Histogram
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TABLE 31

PARTIAL vs. COMPLETE TERMINATIONS

OVERALL CASH FLOW MODEL

MODEL STATISTICS

Chi-Square df Significance

Goodness of Fit 106.267 107

CLASSIFICATION TABLE FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE

CODING:

0 = PARTIAL TERMINATIONS
1 = COMPLETE TERMINATIONS

Predicted

Observed
.00

1.00

.00
0 I

1.00
1

Percent Correct

+-----------------+

0 I 42 I 16 1 72.41%
+-----------------+

1 I 12 I 45 1 78.95%
-----------------

Overall 75.65%

.5018
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PARTIAL vs. COMPLETE TERMINATIONS

Observed Groups and Predicted Probabilities:

Histogram
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Conclusion

Chapter 4 discussed the results of the hypotheses tests

and evaluated the general models (GM I and GM III) and the

pairwise models (PW I, PW II and PW III). The evidence

suggests that partial and complete termination firms view

excess assets as a source of financing and not as employees'

deferred compensation. There was no evidence to suggest

that there was a breach of trust in complete termination

firms compared with the group of simple settlement and

partial termination firms. Gain reporting considerations

did not affect firms' settlement decisions. overall, all

the models performed significantly better than the base

model and their prediction rates were significantly better

than base model prediction rates. Chapter 5 interprets the

findings and discusses research recommendations and

implications for future research.
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CHAPTER 5

RESEARCH CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The provisions of SFAS88 added to the existing rules by

specifying two additional situations that may result in

income recognition by firms sponsoring defined benefit

plans. The research issue was whether the alternatives

provided under guideline terminations and SFAS88 rules had

any impact on benefit plan terminations. To address this

issue, I compared the characteristics of firms that effected

either a simple (type A) settlement, a partial (type B) plan

termination, or a complete (type C) plan termination. This

section presents an interpretation of the findings, research

conclusions and recommendations, limitations of the study,

an evaluation of theoretical framework and implications for

future research.

Interpretation of Findings

This section interprets and summarizes the findings

related to reversionary hypotheses, employee benefit changes

and the impact of reported SFAS88 gains and losses on firms'

settlement decisions.

The evidence suggests that the sample categories of

firms exhibited characteristics that were different for

operating and financing flows on the one hand and investment

flows on the other. Therefore, I discuss the findings with

157
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respect to operating and financing flows first and

investment flows later.

The results indicate that the likelihood of plan

terminations as a whole increased, as the ratio of overall

cash inflows to outflows also increased. This finding does

not support the overall hypothesized effect that plan

terminating firms (type B and type C) as a group faced more

stringent cash flow problems than simple (type A) settlement

firms. Since the overall model combined partial (type B)

and complete (type C) termination firms, the results may

have been affected by offsetting effects between these two

categories.

The disaggregation of cash flows and pairwise

comparisons based on overall cash flows suggested that the

general model masked offsetting characteristics between

partial (type B) and complete (type C) termination firms.

Therefore, the disaggregated cash flows were examined in

each of the three pairwise comparisons. When simple

settlements (type A) were compared with partial (type B)

terminations, declining cash flows became a significant

explanatory variable in partial terminations with respect to

operating flows and financing flows. However, complete

(type C) termination firms appeared to have different

characteristics. When compared with simple settlement firms

or partial termination firms, declining cash flows, measured

by either operating or financing cash flows, did not result
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in a greater likelihood of a complete plan termination as

posited by financial distress theorists.

The results suggest that grouping of the two

termination categories (types B and C) may have been

inappropriate. The results also suggest that some healthy

firms may view pensions a "financial slack," a means to

provide cheap capital for investment opportunities. These

firms appear to have the option of selecting either a

partial or complete termination, whereas declining cash

flows appear to limit the viability of complete termination.

These results indicate that declining financial and

operating cash flows limit a firm's options in selecting a

termination strategy. Since cash flow is needed,

termination must occur, but a company with declining cash

flows needs to maintain employee morale. Therefore a

partial termination becomes the only viable option. Results

with respect to comparison of simple settlements with

complete terminations indicated that the likelihood of

complete terminations increased with increasing operating

and financing cash flows, reinforcing the conclusion that

complete terminations are not a viable option when a firm

faces declining operating or financing cash flows.

The investment cash flow comparisons offer an

interesting and potentially important contrast. With

respect to investment flows, partial termination firms may

be disinvesting or they may not have had any viable
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investment opportunities. In either case, whether

disinvesting or not growing, partial terminating firms could

ill afford to further erode employee goodwill.

Complete terminations appear to be the most likely

outcome when a company has decreasing investment cash flows.

One logical interpretation is that firms that have the

greatest investment opportunities would be most likely to

exhibit decreasing investment cash flow and capital

rationing constraints. In this scenario, a financing

explanation might be appropriate. Firms that view pension

funds as a means of generating financial slack to provide

relatively cheap capital will not be averse to complete

termination when investment opportunities arise. In

complete termination firms that exhibit increasing operating

and financing cash flows but declining investment flows,

employees may perceive significant growth opportunities, and

employee morale, and thus "breach of trust", may be of

lesser concern in these firms than in partial termination

firms.

These results may have important implications for

future researchers. Since operating, investment, and

financing cash flows appear to create different incentives,

future researchers should disaggregate cash flows and

analyze partial and complete termination firms separately.

In addition, if firms view pensions as a means of creating

"financial slack" to take advantage of future investment
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opportunities, then employees should not defer current

compensation for future benefits, since those future

benefits may disappear in a subsequent termination.

If Congress sought accounting standards to protect

employees, these results suggest the Board's action may have

been appropriate. By removing the barrier to recognition of

financial reporting gains in partial terminations and simple

settlements, the Board made these options more attractive to

firms. Since employee benefits are not reduced in partial

terminations and simple settlements, and firms with

declining operating and financing flows need cash inflows,

my results indicate the appropriate incentives now exist to

achieve the desired results.

The evidence does not support the argument that firms

might have recaptured excess plan assets as a source of

financing due to unavailability of credit. However, given

the above results with respect to cash flows, this analysis

must be interpreted with care since offsetting effects of

partial and complete terminations may be responsible for the

results. Results of pairwise comparisons indicate that

(relative to simple settlement firms) lack of credit was not

a factor either in partial or in complete terminations. The

evidence suggests that the likelihood of complete

terminations decreased, as credit lines became larger. That

is, restricted availability of credit increased the

likelihood of complete termination. While these results
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have not been disaggregated with respect to operating,

investment and financing cash flows, they appear consistent

with prior results. Partial terminating firms already face

declining operating and financing flows, therefore, the

availability of credit lines which would add to costly

external financing to a troubled financial structure may be

of little benefit. Conversely, firms that have viable

investment opportunities and limited investment funds

(complete termination firms) would appear to be more

sensitive to availability of credit.

A review of financial statement disclosures revealed

certain identifiable trends that support the investment

opportunities/ financial slack explanation. More complete

termination firms indicated that they were either

discontinuing existing credit lines or renegotiating credit

terms, suggesting pension funds provided a cheaper

alternative to debt financing. More complete termination

firms had used some of their available credit lines as of

the balance sheet date, indicating they had investment

opportunities available. Thus, the evidence on unused

credit corroborates the results of disaggregated cash flow

analyses and supports the "investment opportunity"

explanation. Partial terminators do not appear to have

viable investment opportunities and face declining operating

and financing cash flows. Due to the absence of viable

investment opportunities and the high cost of external
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financing, these firms do not take advantage of credit lines

available to them. By contrast, complete terminators appear

to have increasing operating and financing flows and also

viable investment opportunities and they have used up most

of their credit to finance these opportunities. "Breach of

trust" is less of a concern in these (type C) firms relative

to partial (type B) terminations. Both partial and complete

termination firms view pensions as a cheap form of financing

- not as deferred compensation to employees - and treat

"excess assets" as belonging to the firm, having planned to

have such assets.

The above "investment opportunity" explanation can be

extended to the results of other reversionary hypotheses.

The evidence indicates that the likelihood of both types of

terminations (type B and type C) increased with NOL

carryforwards, suggesting this is an appropriate grouping.

Within the terminating group, however, NOL carryforwards did

not affect the likelihood of complete terminations any

differently than they affected partial terminations. These

results support prior research; terminations indicate a firm

has a need for cash and net operating loss carryforwards

result in tax savings, making terminations even more

attractive.

The results of analyses of plan burden support the

"financial slack/ investment opportunity" explanation. Both

point estimates and trend estimates of plan burden indicated
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that the likelihood of partial terminations increased

(contrary to expectation), as plan burden decreased. One

interpretation is that plan assets grew faster relative to

benefit payments in partial termination firms, creating

larger excess assets and greater incentives for reversions.

The withdrawal of excess assets from the terminated (type B)

plan supports the "financial slack" explanation, enabling

partial termination firms to avoid employee ill will that

might result from a complete termination. The build-up of

excess assets in partial termination firms thus provides a

plausible reason for partial terminations, where a firm

recaptures excess plan assets while retaining employee

goodwill since overall employee benefits do not change.

In the case of complete termination firms, the evidence

suggested increasing plan burden. One explanation is that

these firms, enjoying relatively greater growth and

investment opportunities and concerned less with incurring

employee ill will, may have withdrawn available excess

assets as a source of cheap financing. Since complete

terminations offer the greatest possibility of reducing

future obligations, it is likely that these firms effected

complete plan terminations by way of eliminating employees'

deferred compensation and switched to non-benefit plans.

The evidence with respect to bond covenant violations

also supports the "financial slack" explanation that firms

might have used the excess assets to retire expensive debt.
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The likelihood of both partial (type B) and complete (type

C) terminations increased relative to simple settlements, as

covenant violations increased. However, there was no

significant difference between partial and complete

terminations. The evidence, however, suggests that the

incidence of NOLs and bond covenant violations was generally

higher for complete termination firms than for partial

termination and simple settlement firms.

Overall, the evidence supports the "financial slack"

explanation that the terminating group viewed excess assets

as a source of financing. Partial termination firms faced

operating and financing flow problems and they needed a cash

inflow to redeem debt and lower the incidence of covenant

violations, without concurrently reducing employees' future

benefits and incurring their ill-will. Hence, partial

terminations presented a viable option; the existence of

NOLs made it even more attractive.

On the other hand, complete termination firms reported

increasing operating and financing flows but declining

investment flows. These firms needed the cash flow for

investment opportunities or for retirement of external debt.

They were less concerned with incurring employee ill-will.

With increasing plan burden, these firms found complete

termination a viable option to retrieve available excess

assets and switch to non benefit plans.
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The evidence does not support my expectation that the

differences in the firms' discount (settlement) rates

increased the likelihood of plan terminations (type B and

type C) relative to simple (type A) settlements. However,

the likelihood of complete terminations (relative to simple

settlements) increased with higher discount (settlement)

rates. There were no significant differences in firms'

settlement rates between simple settlement and partial

termination firms or between partial and complete

termination firms.

Overall, the evidence does not suggest that partial

termination firms used higher discount rates to maximize

reversionary proceeds from plan termination. Complete

termination firms used higher settlement rates which

resulted in higher reversionary proceeds on plan

termination.

I examined the degree of unionization and the estimated

future salary increases to determine how these

considerations affected the likelihood of firms' settlement

decisions. I posited that unions would oppose complete plan

terminations since they involved loss of employees' deferred

compensation. However, the evidence suggests that the

degree of unionization did not affect the likelihood of

complete (type C) terminations any differently than it

affected the likelihood of simple (type A) settlements and

partial (type B) terminations as a group. But, within the
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plan terminating group, unions decreased the likelihood of

complete (type C) terminations relative to partial (type B)

terminations. While there is theoretical basis for a

differential impact, the results suggest that union coverage

did not affect the likelihood of settlement outcome between

(i) simple settlements and partial terminations or (ii)

simple settlements and complete terminations.

If partial (type B) termination firms showed no

evidence of increasing plan burden but had to terminate

their overfunded plans solely for withdrawing excess plan

assets, then, unions would favor a partial termination,

expecting adequate funding subsequent to partial

termination. However, unions might oppose complete

terminations, if they involved not only the loss of

employees' future benefits but also higher discount

(settlement) rates, resulting in lower termination

liabilities. The findings indicate that unions in the

sample preferred complete terminations to simple

settlements. Available evidence does not explain why this

is so.

Examining estimated future salary increases, I

hypothesized that higher levels of projected future salary

would increase the likelihood of complete (type C)

terminations. Employees forfeit their deferred compensation

in complete terminations and receive only their accrued

(legal) benefits. As posited by "breach of trust"
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theorists, the higher the future salary component, the

greater the incentive for firms to renege on employees'

implicit contract. The evidence indicates that levels of

future salary increases had no significant impact on the

likelihood of complete terminations compared with the group

of simple settlements and partial termination firms. The

evidence does not therefore support the "breach of trust"

argument.

Tests of pairwise comparisons indicated that the

likelihood of complete terminations increased (relative to

simple settlements) with higher levels of future salary

increases. However, the evidence indicates that the degree

of unionization did not reduce the likelihood of such

terminations. As Mitchell [1988] found, the non-

availability of pension information, particularly of future

salary accrual patterns in complete termination firms, to

employees in those firms may be one reason why unions remain

indifferent between simple settlements and complete

terminations. To this extent, any observed trend toward

complete terminations should be of concern to employees.

The evidence does not suggest that gain reporting

considerations affected firms' settlement decisions. I

examined executive bonuses (based on reported earnings) and

reported SFAS88 gains (or losses) to determine if these

these considerations had an impact on firms' settlement

decisions. Further, the evidence does not support the
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argument that firms make adjustments for reported gains that

do not involve cash inflows.

The absence of significant effects suggests that the

gains and losses recognized by firms had no significant

impact on the likelihood of their settlement decisions.

Hence, the new pension standards did not provide sufficient

financial reporting incentives to make simple settlements

and partial terminations more attractive relative to

complete terminations.

To the extent that (i) simple settlements and partial

terminations together could be considered an alternative to

complete terminations and (ii) simple settlements by

themselves could be considered an alternative to partial

terminations, the findings suggest that the gain provisions

did not provide sufficient incentive for the alternatives.

However, to the extent accounting considerations should not

motivate economic behavior, the evidence suggests that gain

considerations had no significant impact on firms'

replacement plan decisions.

Evaluation of the Theoretical Framework

Myers and Majluf [1984] posited that recovery of excess

plan assets by plan terminating firms might reflect

opportunity costs of internal vis-a-vis external financing

for these firms. An examination of cash flow related

characteristics of sample firms suggests that generally

declining cash flows might have induced termination firms to
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recapture excess plan assets. Evidence however suggests

that neither the availability of adequate credit lines nor

the cost of obtaining such credit was a significant factor

in partial termination firms. Therefore, the theory that

reversions represented a less costly source of financing is

supported in these cases. As Myers and Majluf [1984]

posited, the withdrawal of excess assets from benefit plans

could therefore be viewed as a financing slack in

termination firms.

One concern raised by this research was that

contribution replacements might have imposed significant

capital losses on employee groups. Evidence suggests that

complete terminations involved significantly higher discount

(settlement) rates and higher levels of future salary

increases relative to simple settlements. It is notable

that these differences were not observed in the case of

partial terminations. This effect was detected in pairwise

comparisons but was not found when simple settlement and

partial termination firms were combined in an overall cash

flow model. If, as evidence suggests, partial termination

firms reported declining operating and financing flows, it

would have been to their advantage not to signal additional

problems by leaving the defined benefit structure. By

instituting a benefit replacement plan, these firms might

have intended to allay employee fears of major changes in

their compensation structure and thus minimize employee
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discontent. On the other hand, firms not experiencing any

significant decreases in operating and financing cash flows

could probably afford to terminate and risk incurring

certain degree of employee ill-will by reducing employee

benefits.

The magnitude of SFAS88 gains/ losses recognized by the

sample firms did not significantly affect the likelihood of

either simple settlements or plan terminations. The

evidence does not suggest that sample firms opted

systematically for early adoption of SFAS87/SFAS88 nor did

the magnitude of recognized gains/losses have a significant

impact on firms' settlement decisions. However, by allowing

recognition of gains and losses in simple (type A)

settlements and partial (type B) terminations, the new

standards may have been responsive to Congressional demands

for protecting employees from complete (type C)

terminations. Overall, the cash flow impact appeared to

dominate the analysis. Currently, no theory is available to

explain why firms effect simple settlements in the absence

of cash inflow, or considerations of gain recognition or

restructuring pension obligations.27 Discussions with

practitioners revealed that possible reasons could be (i)

expectations of declines in future interest rates or (ii)

27Firms may buy annuities from low-cost insurers, who offer
high interest rates on their annuity contracts. However, these
insurers may not have sufficient assets to pay the guaranteed
employee benefits [Quinn, 1991, p.47].
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past policy whereby the firm customarily settled a part of

its pension obligation.

Research Recommendations

This research work makes two sets of recommendations:

one for the regulatory bodies, such as the Pension Benefit

Guaranty Corporation, the Department of Labor and the

Internal Revenue Service (regulatory recommendations) and

the other for the Financial Accounting Standards Board

(disclosure recommendations). The regulatory recommendations

are concerned with recapture rules for excess plan assets,

monitoring discount (settlement) rates used in plan

terminations and related issues. The disclosure

recommendations call for additional disclosure of plan

termination details which would assist readers in more fully

evaluating the impact of plan terminations.

Regulatory Recommendations. (i) Currently, firms must

terminate their overfunded benefit plans in order to capture

all excess plan assets. They can not effect a partial

withdrawal. Since excess plan assets are computed as the

difference between plan assets and termination liabilities,

the withdrawal of all excess assets could leave the plan

unfunded. Since generally declining cash flows appear to

motivate partial terminations, a suggested solution is to

allow partial terminators to withdraw any part or all of the

excess over a certain percentage of the underlying pension

obligation. For instance, firms could be required to leave,
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say, 120% of the plan's termination liabilities in the plan

effectively covering all projected future salary component

under the plan. Firms also may be required to use

conservative actuarial assumptions such as the discount

rates set by the PBGC and higher rates for salary increases.

The evidence suggests that the excise tax on reversions only

partly recaptured the tax benefits of earlier employer

contributions and thus might not have been effective in

stemming plan terminations [GAO, 1989]. The GAO [1989)

report indicates that excise taxes ranging from 17% to 58%

would be necessary to fully recapture earlier employer tax

benefits. The report also found that a plan's investment

portfolio was fairly indicative of its potential tax

benefits. Therefore, implementing a differential excise tax

schedule on reversions and permitting firms some latitude in

withdrawing excess assets (above a certain limit) would help

both firms and employees.

(ii) A basic conclusion of this research was that

significant differences existed in the settlement rates used

by simple settlement and complete termination firms. Stone

and Ingram [1988] found that the new pension standards did

not significantly narrow the range of firms' actuarial

assumptions (including discount rates). Particularly, the

use of higher settlement rates (say, relative to PBGC rates)

may impose a hardship on employees who elect to receive lump

sum distributions of their benefits. Lump sum distributions
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will provide employees with an opportunity to increase their

pension wealth at retirement, only if employees can obtain a

market rate of return at least equal to that used in lump

sum calculations. Therefore, the PBGC might consider

requiring firms to use its conservative rates for computing

lump sum distributions. Discussions with PBGC staff

indicated that the Corporation does not as a rule monitor

discount rates in overfunded plan terminations as closely as

it does in underfunded plan terminations. This may be due to

the PBGC's liability for pension claims that terminating

firms can not pay. This risk to the PBGC is not present in

overfunded plan terminations. However, if the Corporation

could ensure some measure of compatibility between

settlement rates used in plan terminations and published

PBGC rates (or other official rates) and in particular, if

the PBGC monitored the discount rates used in contribution

replacements more closely, it might keep settlement rates

within an acceptable range.

(iii) The research findings suggest that employees

should not view pensions as deferred compensation since even

financially healthy firms terminate their overfunded pension

plans. Hence, "breach of trust" with respect to such

compensation might be a serious problem in these firms.

Disclosure Recommendations. A review of the provisions of

SFAS87 indicates that the pension standard requires various

disclosures relating to the benefit plans [FASB, 1985a:
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paras 54-56]. The standard also permits employers to

aggregate disclosures (subject to certain limitations),

where two or more plans are maintained by the employer

[FASB, 1985a: para 56]. The standard contains other

disclosure requirements for defined contribution plans (para

65) and multi-employer plans (para 69). In contrast, SFAS88

requires only two items of information to be disclosed: (i)

a description of the SFAS88 event and (ii) the amount of

gain or loss recognized [FASB, 1985b: para 17]. This

research suggests there is a need for more extensive

disclosure of information relating to SFAS88 events. This

need arises from two reasons: (i) since firms aggregate

disclosures as a rule, it is impossible to identify

information relevant to the terminated benefit plan or other

pension settlement and (ii) currently disclosed information

about pension settlements is insufficient to form an

informed opinion about their impact, particularly on labor

groups. The paucity of information is already documented in

Stone [1988] in the context of SFAS87 matters. This

research recommends the following disclosures for benefit

plan terminations or other SFAS88 settlements:

(a) Employee groups covered in terminated plans,
the relative proportions of union and
non-union employees and the age groups
involved. Kotlikoff and Wise [1988] found
that employee capital losses are likely to be
more significant in the case of the age group
45-50 than in other cases. The greater the
proportion of this age group to other
age groups, the higher the impact of plan
terminations on employees;
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(b) Settlement rates used in plan terminations to

compute termination liabilities, the
applicable PBGC rate as at the time of plan
termination or other settlement and an

explanation for the difference in rates;

(c) The date of plan termination or other SFAS88
event and amounts of vested benefits,
non-vested benefits and projected future
salary increases at the time of such
termination or event. Where such
information is unavailable at balance sheet
date, either estimated amounts thereof or an
indication that relevant disclosures will be
provided in subsequent annual reports;

(d) Nature of settlement effected (whether it
involved a reversion or only a partial
settlement without a reversion), the type of
replacement plan (if any) and in the case of
defined benefit replacement plans, whether
terms under the replacement plan are
substantially similar to or different from
those of the terminated plan. If the firms is
giving past service credit under the
replacement plan, a statement to that effect.
If the firm is intending to institute a
replacement plan, a statement specifying that
no replacement is contemplated;

(e) Funded status of the replacement plan (if
applicable) immediately after plan
termination, indicating the components of
pension obligation and assets in the plan;

(f) Gross amount of reversion involved, excise
taxes paid, income taxes paid and the net
amount reverting to the sponsor. If sufficient
information is unavailable due to pending
regulatory approval, estimated amounts thereof
or an indication that disclosures will be
provided in subsequent annual reports;

(g) Details of recognized SFAS88 gains and losses
in terms of settlement gains and losses,
curtailment gains and losses, and transition
elements recognized due to plan termination or
other event;

(h) Total termination liabilities settled in terms
of lump sum distributions (if any) and annuity
contracts, and applicable settlement rates.
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In deciding on the propriety of suggested pension

disclosures, the Board used the criteria, possibly among

others, of volume of disclosure [FASB, 1985a: para 224] and

the costs and benefits of disclosure [FASB, 1985a: para

226]. Currently, the disclosures required under SFAS88 seem

inadequate to provide a basis for making informed decisions

about the impact of SFAS88 events on labor groups. Further,

the disclosures recommended above do not entail any

additional costs either in terms of generating the

information required or in terms of additional

record-keeping. On the other hand, the disclosures will

provide useful information to readers in more completely

evaluating the impact of plan terminations or other

settlement event on labor groups. This research recommends

that the suggested disclosures be implemented either as part

of the financial statements or as supplemental disclosures.

Limitations of the Study

The results of this study must be viewed in light of

the following limitations on scope and interpretation. The

classification scheme in Table 1 was based on the assumption

that partial (type B) terminations involved no substantial

changes in employee benefits and complete (type C)

terminations involved loss of employees' future salary

benefits. To the extent that replacement plans provided

significantly lesser benefits in partial terminations or
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such plans reinstated most of employees' potential losses in

complete terminations, this assumption would be incorrect.

The research design excluded certain types of

settlement transactions in order to minimize confounding

effects. As a result, the research sample included only a

segment of firms effecting either simple settlements (type

A), or partial (type B) or complete (type C) terminations.

To the extent that this sample is not representative of the

overall population, the external validity of the research

conclusions will be affected.

The sample included firms effecting simple settlements

or plan terminations only after December 15, 1985, the

promulgation date of FAS87/FAS88. To the extent that firms,

anticipating the release of the pension standards, effected

a partial (type B) termination before the promulgation date,

the impact of gain would have been understated in the

results, since the gain would have been recognized as a

cumulative effect. Likewise, even during the test period,

to the extent that firms effected a partial termination but

deferred adoption to the mandatory adoption date, any gain

eventually recognized would be reported as a cumulative

effect and thus would not been captured in the analysis of

the gain impact.

The sample for this research was taken over a

relatively short, three-year period. Therefore, I did not

perform any tests to check for autocorrelation in the time-
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series data. To the extent there was autocorrelation in the

data, the validity of my conclusions would have been

affected.

Implications for Future Research

Prior research has examined the impact of cash flows in

terms of total cash flows. An important contribution of

this research effort is the disaggregation of total cash

flows into operating, investment and financing cash flows.

Analyses based on disaggregated cash flows revealed

significant offsetting effects that could not be detected in

analyses based on overall cash flows. Therefore, future

researchers should consider disaggregating cash flows.

In examining cash flow considerations, I grouped

partial (type B) and complete termination (type C) firms as

one category. Likewise, in examining employee benefit

changes, I combined simple settlements (type A) and partial

(type B) terminations. Analyses of pairwise comparisons

revealed significant effects that were not detected in the

group comparisons. Therefore, future researchers should

examine individual firm categories where they are also

examining overall group effects. The type C category in

this research included all firms that had non benefit

replacement plans. More specifically, this category grouped

all complete termination firms that had either defined

contribution plans, or profit sharing/ employee stock option

plans, or that had no replacement plans. Due to the
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possibility of offsetting effects among categories even

within the same group, future researchers examining non

benefit plans should examine the individual categories of

firms.

The test period for the research design was a

relatively short period (1986-1988). Therefore, the tests

did not permit a more detailed analysis of trends in benefit

plan changes. Examination of a subsample of firms after the

test period suggested that at least some firms may be

implementing a predetermined strategy of settling their

pension obligations. Therefore, future researchers may

conduct, either for a small sample or on a case study basis,

an historical analysis of replacement plan strategies that

included a more complete consideration, not only of

financial factors, but also of pension legislative changes

and the cost of providing employee benefits.

The grouping of simple settlements (type A) and partial

(type B) terminations was based on the a priori expectation

that (i) replacement benefit plans in partial terminations

did not on average involve employee benefit losses and (ii)

replacement plans in complete terminations on average

involved loss of employee benefits. Analyses based on group

as well as pairwise comparisons did not reveal any

significant employee effects. One possible explanation is

that this a priori expectation was not correct. For

instance, in a type C termination, the replacement plan may
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provide for increased employee benefits, or increased

employee participation in firm ownership/ profit sharing.

Therefore, future researchers examining employee effects may

consider the nature and extent of plan changes before and

after plan termination.
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(DECISION)

(SETTLE?) (TERMINATE?)

Ins igni ficant
Transition
Asset

Significant
Transition
Asset

Significant Insignificant
Transition Transition
Obligation Obligation

Significant Insignificant
Prior Service Prior Service
Cost Cost

Insignificant Significant
Projected Future Projected Future
Salary Component Salary Component

----------- > > ----------
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Options Under Settlement:

i) Nonparticipating or Qualifying Participating
Annuities to recognize previously deferred
gains and losses.

ii) Unqualified Participating Annuities not to

recognize previously deferred gains and losses.

Notes:

a) Unrecognized gains and losses (actuarial) are
considered for settlement as well as terminations
(settlement and curtailment) and therefore are not

separately on the continuum. The recognition of gain
(loss) from a decrease (increase) in the projected

benefit obligation is determined after an offset
against any unrecognized gains/losses. Unrecognized
gains include any transition net asset and
unrecognized prior service cost includes any transition
net obligation (FAS88, paras 12 and 13).

b) The representation in Appendix 1 suggests the following
propositions with respect to the immediate gain/loss
components under FAS88:

i) As transition net asset or net obligation becomes
increasingly significant, unrecognized prior service
cost becomes increasingly significant, and the
projected future compensation component becomes
increasingly insignificant, firms are more likely to
settle their pension obligations.

ii) As transition net asset or net obligation becomes
increasingly insignificant, unrecognized prior service
cost becomes increasingly insignificant, and the
projected future compensation component becomes
increasingly significant, firms are more likely to
terminate their pension plans.

iii) Firms that are more likely to settle and that
wish to have an earnings impact (unprofitable firms)
are more likely to buy either nonparticipating
annuities or qualified participating annuities to
settle their vested pension obligations. Firms that
are more likely to settle and that wish to minimize the
earnings impact instance) are more likely to buy
unqualified participating annuities to settle their
vested obligations.
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The following scenarios provide examples of how the

provisions of FAS88 are likely to have an earnings impact

and affect plan considerations:

Scenario 1

Company A has a significant transition credit and

unrecognized prior service cost. It decides to settle the

vested part of its projected benefit obligation (because,
for instance, the settlement rate is higher than the

company's expected rate of return on plan assets). It,
however, wants to minimize the impact on earnings. Given
these objectives, the company buys nonqualifying
participating annuities under FAS88. The transaction does
not qualify as a settlement. Company A thus avoids

recognition of the transition credit, any unrecognized gain,
and settlement gain.

Scenario 2

Company B has a significant transition net asset and a

significant unrecognized prior service cost.

(i) The company wants to recapture (any) excess plan assets

(a financial decision) but wants to maximize the earnings
impact. The company spins-off the excess assets into
another plan for retirees only, terminates the plan and
recovers the excess assets. It also buys non participating
annuities or qualified participating annuities for the
retirees. The current benefit plan continues for the active
employees as a defined benefit plan. Company B has thus (a)
recovered the excess assets, (b) recognized the transition
net asset, any unrecognized gain or settlement gain on the
settlement part (retirees), and (c) avoided recognition of
unrecognized prior service cost. Items (b) and (c) maximize
the earnings impact for the company.

(ii) If company B wants to minimize the earnings impact, it
can terminate the current benefit plan, buying
participating (nonqualifying) annuities and replace the
terminated plan with a contribution plan. The termination
does not result in a settlement under FAS88 but constitutes
a curtailment, since the plan accruals cease to accumulate
under the old plan. Company B thus avoids the recognition
of transition and unrecognized gains on the transaction and
at the same time recognizes immediately a proportionate
amount of the unrecognized prior service cost from a
curtailment. The unrecognized prior service cost is
recognized to the extent of the reduction in service years
of employee groups existing at the dates of transition
and/or plan amendment.
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PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

/ PROB > |R| UNDER HO:RHO=0 / N = 166 ]

TOTALCF REVRATIO LOSSCODE BURDNRAT DEBTCODE

TOTALCF 1.00000
REVRATIO -0.03838 1.00000

LOSSCODE 0.05615 -0.14125 1.00000

BURDNRAT -0.14278 0.02930 -0.12407 1.00000

DEBTCODE 0.09400 -0.09891 0.36212 -0.16148 1.00000

DISCOUNT EMPRATIO SALRATIO COMPCODE GAINRATE

TOTALCF
REVRATIO
LOSSCODE
BURDNRAT
DEBTCODE

-0.14427
0.08952

-0.05888
0.09591

-0.06277

0.12378
0.05753

-0.10074
0.14961

-0.15788

-0.08094
-0.07326
-0.12446

0.23482
-0.00112

0. 18551
-0. 19587
-0.08480

0.01265
0.01516

0.10614
-0.01131

0.06774
0.02769

-0.06978

DISCOUNT EMPRATIO SALRATIO COMPCODE GAINRATE

DISCOUNT
EMPRATIO
SALRATIO
COMPCODE
GAINRATE

1.00000
0.01864

-0.07923
0.07902

-0.04797

1.00000
0.14114 1.00000
0.10082 -0.02250 1.00000
0.17751 -0.04222 -0.08249 1.00000
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INDEPENDENT

VARIABLES

SAMPLE CATEGORIES

A B
4- 1 1

TOTALCF:

OPERATING

INVESTMENT

FINANCING

REVRATIO

LOSSCODE

BURDNRAT

DEBTCODE

DISCOUNT

EMPRATIO

SALRATIO

COMPCODE

GAINRATE

0.0891

0.0437

0.0239

17.9436

0.1961

0.0493

0.0981

0.1263

0.2846

0.1310

0.9215

0.1315

0. 0134

0.0264

-0.0613

24. 1046

0. 3104

0.0531

0.1035

0.1194

0.3695

0.1614

0.9138

0.1238

A: SIMPLE SETTLEMENT FIRMS
B: PARTIAL TERMINATION FIRMS
C: COMPLETE TERMINATION FIRMS
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C

0.1031

-0.0431

0.0706

19. 1694

0. 3860

0.0691

0.1930

0.1765

0.2914

0.1815

0.9123

0.1411
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